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VISUAL ADVENTURES

HOMEWORK 2.0
Cracking open a book is so 2006. Exhibit A: Jeremy Young,
a materials science and engineering student, who steps
inside the cylinder of a virtual internal combustion engine to
visualize and measure fluids within that cylinder. The Michigan
Immersive Digital Experience Nexus, or MIDEN, is a virtual
reality environment on North Campus that facilitates the
exploration or evaluation of any real or abstract environment –
everything from walking inside a clean-burning piston to
running virtual experiments on the molecular structure of
nanomaterial. The list of new and revealing ways to conduct
research is virtually endless.
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important to me that the College of Engineering
recognizes this movement for all the black and
brown members of our community. The reality
is that race plays a critical role in the way that
we live our lives. It affects how we view ourselves and how others view us.

Why Driverless?
When Kurt Vonnegut wrote his futuristic
novel “Player Piano” in the 1970s, he did not
envision cars without drivers. What he did
foresee was an ideology that proclaimed that
whatever could be automated should be automated. What that ideology produced was a
dystopia where there is an elite of engineers
and managers as a ruling class and the rest
of the people are condemned to a drab and
meaningless existence.
After reading “How We Roll” (Spring 2015),
I could not help but see that the proposed
utopia of automated automobiles has an
uncanny resemblance to the future Vonnegut
fictionalized. It is thought that vast amounts
of money and effort should be expended in,
to my mind, simply providing Millennials with
more time to spend on their electronic devices.
There is an old joke line that goes, “Let him
drive, he’s too drunk to sing.” All the work
done developing driverless cars is basically
automating something most humans can do
with reasonable capability. For what purpose?
To provide toys for an elite?
Somewhere at U-M there are probably some
engineers working on developing personal,
electric, rail (or guideway) vehicles that have
more promise for an improved transportation
system than trying to automate the existing
one-hundred-year-old one. Perhaps you could
find them and tell us about them and, by the
way, these vehicles will be as compatible
with personal electronics as driverless cars.
Walter Sampson (MSE AeroE ‘61)

Programmers, Unite!
Used both Fortran and Algol-W early on (i.e.,
late 70s). Pretty sure I had classes with at least
some of these guys – they look really familiar.
Carol Kamm
Electrifying!
I worked for the Suzuki head office as an
engineer. It’s a surprising pleasure to see our
Katana is transformed into the electric motorcycle. It runs smooth and speeds fast.
Akihiro Kawamura

Comment on the Fall 2015 Throwback, a photo of
a mock protest about programming languages.

Response to our post about the U-M Electric
Motorcycle Team’s refurbished Katana and its
attempt to set a new speed record for its class
– which the team reports it accomplished in
November.

SIRIUS-ly?
I read, with interest, the development of the
SIRIUS software (“Build Your Own Siri,” Spring
2015), which could enable the development of
“stand-alone,” user-programmable, wearable
devices. Personally, I am disappointed that
the Apple watch is designed to be “tethered”
to the iPhone, suggesting that its release may
be as much of an iPhone promotion as it is a
technological advance. I see the proliferation
of handheld devices as unsustainable and
encourage efforts to move beyond this technology. Needless to say, I am disillusioned
that so much entrepreneurial time and effort
is devoted towards devising the “next app”
for the “smart” phone.
Brian Demczyk

Stick to Engineering
It is completely wrong to use this magazine to
promote social movements. In your Fall 2015
edition, the two-page (photo) #BlackLivesMatter
had no place in a magazine devoted to
engineering accomplishments. Particularly
since the event shown had nothing to do
with the College of Engineering. Stick to
science engineering, not social engineering.
Tom Altenbern (BSE MSE ’59)

The Black Lives Matter movement is not advocating that black lives are more important; it is
bringing attention to the fact that, on a societal
level, black and brown lives are considered
to be less important. The Black Lives Matter
movement brings needed attention to the systemic racism that exists today. Racism doesn’t
have to be overt and obvious. It is seen in the
subtleties of life that are often overlooked by
white people, such as myself. There is a great
deal of work to be done in the College and in
our country in regards to race. Sharing photos,
such as the one in The Michigan Engineer, is a
commendable place to start.
Jake Heller (BSE BME ’15)

Efforts in Ethiopia
Engineering, entrepreneurship, and economic
growth in Ethiopia – the best article I’ve read
from @umengineering.
Samuel Beck
In response to “Making a Middle Class,” a story
about the role of engineering in Ethiopia’s growing economy, and how Michigan Engineering
professors are trying to help.

After your gratuitous and disgraceful plug for
Black Lives Matter in the Fall 2015 issue of
The Michigan Engineer, I request that you
remove my name from your mailing list.

(This) photograph and commentary brought
back some memories for me. In the mid1960s, I attended one of the introductory
programming classes taught by Dr. Brice
Carnahan. While I had a strong background in
programming, I was unfamiliar with the programming language – the Michigan Algorithm
Decoder. The course helped me quickly understand the differences between MAD and
FORTRAN and navigate through the nuances
of programming at U-M.
Subsequently, it was my good fortune to
interact frequently with Brice and Dr. Jim
Wilkes. Both of these gentlemen were not
only excellent educators, but also fine people.
I have enclosed a copy of the MAD Primer by
Dr. Elliott Organic. I hope you will find it to be
of historic interest.
Thomas G. Stanford (MS ’68, MSE ChE ’68,
PhD ’77)
Thousands of U-M engineering students used
the MAD Primer, beginning in the 1960s.

In the first place, BLM has damn-all to do
with engineering. In the second place, the
movement is a fraud, having been launched
on the basis of a false narrative about the
circumstances of Michael Brown’s death in
Ferguson, Mo. It is not a “response to police
brutality,” as you are pleased to put it. If black
lives really did matter to these agitators, they
would be better off spending their time addressing black-on-black violence.
Charles Kyllonen (BSE ChE ’82)
The Fall 2015 issue included a photo of the
Black Lives Matter movement. I was impressed to see that the College was recognizing an important issue that affects students,
staff and faculty in the College of Engineering.
As an engineering graduate that also was
involved in the Community Action and Social
Change program through the U-M School of
Social Work, I find this to be a much-needed,
small step for the College in regards to issues
of diversity and inclusion.
While engineering is often thought of as an
exclusively technical field, it is important to
recognize that engineers do not exist in a
world void of societal and social factors. It is
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internet becoming commercial. Your article
really brought back some memories of the
early days.
Jim McQuillan

SESQUINET
Rice University

Feedback on the story about the group of engineers and computer scientists in Ann Arbor
who came to the rescue at a critical moment
in Internet history—to upgrade, and ultimately
save, what we know today as the Internet.

No One’s an Island
An engineering student’s lament, from our
Snapchat (@UMengineering).
Have something to share? You can use the
Decoder in the One Cool Thing app to scan
this page and send comments. (See p. 8.)
Or email us at
MichiganEngineer@umich.edu.
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It all starts with research and finding
cool things.

2

Sometimes we disagree about
whether something is cool enough.

3

We use a machine to process the raw
cool material...

4

...It only takes a few hours to
produce refined coolness.

5

Editing “work.”

6

Finally, we put one cool thing into the
app each day.

THAT’S THE “COOL THINGIFICATION” PROCESS IN A NUTSHELL.
It’s free. It’s easy. And it’s cool. Join thousands of other alumni who have
the One Cool Thing app.

Winner of two CASE awards,
including a Circle of Excellence

FIRST BYTES
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GREAT RADIATION
DAMAGE

RANDOM
			 ACCESS

After $3 million in improvements, the Michigan Ion Beam Laboratory is now best in the world for producing
radiation damage very similar to what reactor parts sustain over decades of service. Researchers can now aim
three beams at one target, making it possible to mimic all types of radiation damage found in old reactor parts.
The lab will enable researchers to develop new materials for advanced reactors and monitor the condition
of materials inside currently operating reactors. The upgrade was made possible by the Department of Energy,
TerraPower, Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the Electric Power Research Institute.

A DECOY FOR
CANCER
A small, implantable device that researchers are calling a
cancer “super-attractor” could eventually give doctors an
early warning of relapse in breast cancer patients and even
slow the disease’s spread to other organs in the body.
The sponge-like device developed at U-M is designed to
attract the cancer cells that emerge in the bloodstream during
the early stages of cancer’s recurrence, before tumors form. A
new study in mice shows that the device attracts detectable
numbers of cancer cells before they’re visible elsewhere in
the body. And the cancer cells spread to the lungs 88 percent
more slowly in the mice that received the implants. Cancer
cells also spread more slowly to the liver and other organs.
“We set out to create a sort of decoy—a device that’s
more attractive to cancer cells than other parts of the patient’s
body,” explained Lonnie Shea, the William and Valerie Hall
Department Chair of Biomedical Engineering at U-M. “It
acts as a canary in the coal mine. And by attracting cancer
cells, it steers those cells away from vital organs.”
While it’s likely several years away from being used on
patients, Shea believes the technology could potentially be
used for other types of cancer as well, including pancreatic
and prostate cancer.
SPRING 2016
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#6

The 2016 grad school ranking
for Michigan Engineering

by U.S. News and World Report. It is also No. 6 for undergraduate programs,
tied with Carnegie Mellon.

10

departments rank in the top 10,

5

departments

rank in the top 5, and Nuclear Engineering held its

No. 1

spot in the nation.

In addition, U-M maintained top-15 rankings in all of the six main categories
that are ranked annually: law (8), medicine (4 for primary care, 11 for research),
business (12), education (12) and nursing (7).

RANDOM ACCESS
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PROPELLING
THE COLLEGE
FORWARD

“WHERE THIS WILL TAKE US ISN’T YET
SOMETHING WE CAN COMMENT ON, BUT IT
IS SURE TO BE EXCITING.”

If a speeding space pebble pierces a spacecraft, the leak could be deadly. So
Timothy Scott, an assistant professor of chemical engineering, developed a
liquid resin that sits between two solid walls for self-healing hulls. The resin
solidifies on contact with oxygen in less than a second.

ENGINEERING A
VEGAS VICTORY
More than 500 players from more than 50 countries came to Las Vegas in
October to compete in the 2015 Millionaire Chess Tournament. Civil and
Environmental Engineering graduate student Prachura Prateek won the
master section and walked away with $38,000.
“My strategy was to believe in my abilities, be strong mentally and
take it step by step,” he said.
It’s not his last strategic move: He plans on using his earnings to help
pay for his education.

TALKING TO COMPUTERS

Getting a computer to have a complex conversation is one of the grand
challenges of artificial intelligence. Researchers from Michigan Engineering
and IBM are working together to make dialogue between people and
machines more natural and effective. Their first goal of the $4.5 million
Project Sapphire is a cognitive system that functions as a basic academic
advisor for a subset of undergrads. That’s just one application. “What
we are building,” says Computer Science and Engineering Professor
Satinder Singh Baveja, who leads the project at U-M, “has the potential to
revolutionize how we interact with our computers.”

Engineering Announces
Next Dean

JUMPSTARTING INNOVATION
How do you spark bold research that crosses traditional
boundaries? One way is through Mcubed, a daring funding
program dreamed up by a trio of engineers. Since 2012, it has
given millions in rapid seed grants to teams of three researchers
with no questions asked. As of January, it boasted:

399

INTERDISCIPLINARY IDEAS
SET IN MOTION.

Here’s one: A new biochip is giving doctors vital information
about patients’ immune systems, potentially saving lives in
intensive care.

1,000+

FACULTY MEMBERS INVOLVED
FROM ALL U-M’S 19 SCHOOLS AND
COLLEGES.

An example: An environmental engineering professor, an
oceanographer and a geologist are launching a summer school in
Ghana to build expertise in areas that affect the nation’s economy.

2

MILLION DOLLARS IN DONATIONS

to the public Mcubed Diamond program that lets individuals and
corporations launch projects. The latest: A project that involves
treatments for hearing loss.

33

MILLION DOLLARS OF EXTERNAL GRANTS
RAISED.

Consider this one: A chemical engineer, a biologist and an
ecologist spun their $60K for a biofuel project into $2 million
from National Science Foundation.
Find out more at mcubed.umich.edu

#UmichEngin
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STOPGAP MEASURE

–Former Michigan Engineering professor Ann Marie Sastry in USA Today.
Sakti3, the battery startup she launched while at U-M, was acquired
by vacuum cleaner manufacturer Dyson for $90 million in 2015. The
tech giant plans to use Sakti3’s solid-state lithium-ion cells in its cordless
vacuums and new products.

He’s the only “rocket scientist” ever to be
interviewed by Chewbacca on a national tech
blog. He has mentored dozens of grad students –
some of whom he now competes against for
NASA funding. His lab is working on the
thrusters that might take humans to Mars (the
subject of that Wookie interview).
Meet the next Robert J. Vlasic Dean of
Engineering.
Wait – you already know him. Aerospace
Engineering Professor Alec Gallimore has 24
years of service at Michigan Engineering. Fresh
from earning his Ph.D. from Princeton in 1992,
he began his tenure here as assistant professor
and the operator of academia’s largest vacuum
chamber. Today, he’s associate dean for academic
affairs, and he holds two named professorships.
He is the Richard F. and Eleanor A. Towner
Professor and an Arthur F. Thurnau Professor.
The Thurnau title – a reflection of excellence
in teaching – is one of his proudest accomplishSPRING 2016
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ments. In his spacecraft design courses, Professor
Gallimore would let his students take a crack at
designing NASA missions, then invite NASA
engineers to critique their work.
He has pushed for hands-on learning,
interdisciplinary collaboration and innovation in
the classroom and the research lab. He’ll continue
to do that when he takes the helm in July.

HIS LAB IS WORKING ON THE THRUSTERS
THAT MIGHT TAKE HUMANS TO MARS
“When I started here as a 27-year-old ‘kid,’
nowhere in my wildest dreams could I have
imagined that about 25 years later, I’d be named
the dean,” he said. “In some respects, it’s surreal.
But I’m really looking forward to working with
the faculty, staff and students to take an already
world-class engineering college and make it
even better.”

RANDOM ACCESS
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By Gary Was
Walter J. Weber Jr. Professor of Sustainable Energy, Environmental
and Earth Systems Engineering and Professor of Nuclear Engineering
and Radiological Sciences

Nuclear power is likely the least understood energy source in the
United States. Just 99 nuclear power plants spread over 30 states provide
nearly one-fifth of America’s electricity. These plants have provided reliable,
affordable and clean energy for decades. They also carry risk—to the public,
to the environment and to the financial solvency of utilities.
While the probability of a nuclear catastrophe is extremely low, it
is only part of the risk calculation. The other part of risk is consequence.
The world has been host to three major nuclear power generation accidents:
Three Mile Island in 1979, Chernobyl in 1986 and Fukushima in 2011.
To the best of our knowledge, Three Mile Island, while terribly frightening,
resulted in no health consequences to the public.
Chernobyl was an unmitigated disaster, causing an open-air fire and
large releases of radioactive material. At this time, the scientific consensus has
identified 66 deaths from trauma, acute radiation poisoning and cases of thyroid cancer. The Chernobyl reactor design would never have been licensed to
operate in the Western world because it lacked a containment structure.
And then there was Fukushima Daiichi. At this time, no deaths have
been attributed to radiation release at Fukushima, but land contamination
was widespread. These accidents had serious, lasting consequences that aren’t
to be trivialized, but the consequences are nothing like what has been feared.
In contrast, seven million people globally died from health
complications due to air pollution in 2012, and an estimated 13,000
U.S. deaths were directly attributable to fossil-fired plants. U.S. deaths
from coal represent an annual catastrophe that exceeds that of all nuclear
accidents combined. In fact, nuclear power has prevented an estimated
1,840,000 air pollution-related deaths worldwide.
While nuclear power is much less dangerous than advertised, it is
also not as cheap. As plant designs evolved, it became clear that ensuring

FIGHTING THE TB
MONSTER

safety would increase the cost of the energy produced, making nuclear
power plants very long-term investments and posing a financial risk to
utilities. In fact, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has granted
20-year license extensions to about 75% of today’s “Generation 2” power
plants. Now there’s talk about a second and third round of license extensions,
allowing the reactors to run for up to 80 or 100 years.
In the shorter term, life extension makes sense. These Gen 2 plants
are proving very robust, and existing plants are more economical to operate.
Yet Gen 3 plants, like Vogtle now being built in Georgia, boast better
safety systems, better structural components and better design. At $4.5
billion to $10 billion, Gen 3 plants are very expensive to build, but we
must either accept that capital outlay or find another source of electricity
that has all the benefits of nuclear energy.
Another risk comes from the waste generated by commercial nuclear
power. While nuclear waste is extremely toxic, it is carefully contained—
unlike particulates and greenhouse gases from coal and natural gas—and
the volume is minuscule in comparison to coal ash.
Each nuclear fuel assembly provides power for four to five years.
After removal, the assembly must be safely stored. Depending on how
the waste is treated, it can take a few hundred to a few hundred thousand
years for the radiation level to become benign.
Many cheered when the Yucca Mountain project in Nevada was
shuttered, but utilities have resorted to constructing on-site storage at their
plants, which is much riskier than a dedicated central depository. The technology for a safe nuclear waste storage facility is ready—it just needs a site.
Through the NRC’s oversight and the work of researchers all over the
world, we have applied lessons from every global nuclear event to every
American nuclear plant. The risk inherent in nuclear plant operation
will always be present, but it is the world’s most closely regulated power
source, and its proven performance in delivering affordable, carbon-free,
base load electricity shouldn’t be dismissed out of fear.
Adapted from The Conversation; read the original at
https://theconversation.com/au/topics/future-of-nuclear-series
#UmichEngin
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NUCLEAR DANGER HASN’T
LIVED UP TO THE HYPE

In 2006, extensively drug-resistant tuberculosis
infected 53 people who were treated at the
Church of Scotland Hospital in Tugela Ferry,
South Africa. Within about a month of diagnosis, 52 of them died. Elsje Pienaar, a native
of South Africa, was just beginning her graduate
work studying tuberculosis (TB) when the
outbreak happened about 200 miles from her
hometown of Secunda.
“I wondered if this was a ‘man-made’
monster that we inadvertently created because we
do not fully understand the complex dynamics
involved in TB treatment and control,” she said.
Now, a computer model that Pienaar
helped to develop has found that some dosing
schemes approved by the U.S. Center for
Disease Control – such as those calling for
antibiotics only a couple of times per week –
may have been leaving bacteria behind. The
team is led by Jennifer Linderman, a professor
SPRING 2016
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“I WONDERED IF THIS WAS A ‘MAN-MADE’
MONSTER THAT WE INADVERTENTLY
CREATED BECAUSE WE DO NOT FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE COMPLEX DYNAMICS
INVOLVED IN TB TREATMENT AND CONTROL.”
of chemical engineering, and Denise Kirschner,
a professor of microbiology and immunology.
They built the data-driven model in close
partnership with experimental researchers.
The new results suggest that daily antibiotic
regimens are the best bet at present. The team’s
future work will test combinations of current
and experimental drugs, speeding the discovery
of more effective treatments.

RANDOM ACCESS
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The batteries in today’s laptops and hybrid or
electric vehicles haven’t changed much in the
last 20 years, despite dramatic innovations in
the devices they power. It’s been tough to come
up with options that are lighter, more efficient,
safer and cost-effective. Yet the urgency for
more sustainable solutions is only growing.
Better energy storage could make renewables
like solar and wind more compatible with the
electric grid.
Last fall, the U-M Energy Institute opened
a unique, $8-million lab that could serve as a
catalyst for tomorrow’s technology. At the Battery
Fabrication and Characterization User Facility,
professors, international automakers and local
energy startups can work side-by-side on

PHOTO: Joseph Xu

A CATALYST FOR
BATTERY TECH

IT’S BEEN TOUGH TO COME UP WITH OPTIONS THAT ARE
LIGHTER, MORE EFFICIENT, SAFER AND COST-EFFECTIVE.
collaborative or competing products. They can
make coin cells like the ones that go into watches
or hearing aids, laptop-style “pouch” cells, and
cylindrical “18650” lithium-ion batteries (as the
Energy Institute’s Greg Less shows above).
The ability to make and test pouch and
18650s in an IP-protected environment is a
potential game-changer, according to those

at the Energy Institute. Until the lab opened,
researchers were often confined to testing their
designs in the smaller coin cells. But to take a
new battery to market, they need to know how
it behaves in its actual size.
The lab was funded by U-M, the Michigan
Economic Development Corporation and Ford
Motor Company.
#UmichEngin
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ORDER IN CHAOS

BRAIN BUILDING

XPLORE ENGINEERING
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FASTER EVACUATION
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Studying New Orleans to improve
disaster planning

READY TO GET STARTED?
HOW TO ENTER

A U-M professor is using advanced data
analytics and optimization techniques to find
better ways to evacuate regions before disaster
strikes. The approach revealed a plan that the researchers say could have evacuated New Orleans
37 percent faster in the days before Hurricane
Katrina made landfall.
The new approach was developed by Pascal
Van Hentenryck, the Seth Bonder Collegiate
Professor of Industrial and Operations
Engineering. It uses computer modeling to
crunch a staggering number of variables, from
population density to road capacity and other
infrastructure limitations and even the projected
behavior of evacuees.
“The number of possible outcomes in
these scenarios is greater than the number of

In the optimized evacuation plan for New Orleans, blue lines are evacuation routes
on secondary roads and green lines are one-way contraflow routes. Orange shading
indicates population density, with darker shading indicating greater density.

“THE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE OUTCOMES IN THESE SCENARIOS
IS GREATER THAN THE NUMBER OF ATOMS IN THE UNIVERSE.”
atoms in the universe,” Van Hentenryck said.
“It’s important to eliminate as many possibilities
as we can early in the process, so we apply
some very sophisticated analysis techniques to
do that.”
The approach generates a complete
evacuation plan, dividing the city into intricate
zones and planning a detailed route out for

each zone. It also calculates the ideal time for
each zone to evacuate, maximizing the number
of cars on the road but avoiding congestion.
The method is the first to incorporate such a
wide variety of variables into a single model.
It’s also the first model of its kind that can be
scaled to a city the size of New Orleans.

#UmichEngin
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Submit up to four photos via email* that reflect
a single project for entry. Include your name,
age and location, along with a description of
your project to MichiganEngineer@umich.edu.
Winners will be announced on Facebook,
and may appear in the fall issue of The Michigan
Engineer.
*If you follow us on social media, you can also
enter via Michigan Engineering’s Facebook page.
ENTER BY JULY 15, 2016

Sign up to receive notifications about U-M’s
Xplore Engineering Summer Camp and learn
more about engineering fun for you and your
kids at http://bit.ly/notifyme2016Xplore
SPRING 2016
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BUILDINGS, BRIDGES
AND BOATS!
Let your imagination soar with Legos
Legos and engineering are a match made in
heaven. In fact, many adults working in engineering fields carry with them fond memories
of dedicating themselves to building elaborate
Lego structures when they were children. Lego
play translates rather nicely to the field of
engineering, through creativity, problem-solving,
idea generation and the development of fine
motor and spatial skills.
Michigan Engineering wants to see what
the young engineers in your life are up to!

What has the spirit of building and discovery +
Legos led your little ones to create?
We invite you to submit photos of Lego
creations that fall into the following categories:
buildings, bridges or boats. This is one contest
where the restrictions are few. Feel free to use
more materials in conjunction with Legos –
cardboard, string, steering wheels, tinfoil, you
name it! The end result, however, should be
identifiable as a building, a bridge or a boat.

VIEW FROM ANN ARBOR
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SNOW DAY
We’re looking at warmer temps and sunny days, but back in
November, Ann Arbor was blanketed with its first big snow of the
season. Before that early snowfall could melt away, these two firstyear students got in a bit of snowman building and snowball fighting
to blow off some steam. Janghoon Choi (left) and Palash Kanwar are
both engineering students – and part-time snow wrestlers.
PHOTO: Joseph Xu

THE POWER GOES OUT. THE AURORAE STRETCH
TO THE TROPICS. COULD A MAJOR SOLAR
STORM MEAN A YEAR WITHOUT ELECTRICITY?

PHOTO: Dan Nguyen: flickr.com/photos/zokuga Image has been modified

STORY BY: Kate McAlpine

any people the world over have read
some kind of portent or omen into
the aurorae, particularly in lower
latitudes where the light show is
rarely seen. We educated folk in
our developed countries may be
tempted to dismiss them as an interplay of charged particles from the
sun, magnetic fields and molecules high in the atmosphere.
But perhaps we, too, should look on them as a warning.
The particles from the sun, also known as the solar
wind, are always coming at Earth as surely as the sunlight.
Luckily for us, Earth’s molten iron core has set up a defense –
the electrical currents inside it produce a magnetic field that
deflects most of the particle onslaught.
But once or twice per century, the sun whips a few
billion tons of plasma from its surface toward the Earth, at
speeds of 7 million miles per hour or more. Your garden-variety solar wind takes a few days to reach Earth, but a major
storm can move much faster, arriving in 18 hours or less.
Even then, the magnetic field protects Earth’s surface.
For a long time, there was nothing to fear but the lights in
the sky. However, now that we rely on high-voltage power
lines crisscrossing the nation – and all that they enable –
space storms are no longer so benign.
If a storm like that takes out important parts of the
electrical grid, the outage won’t just last a few hours or
a few days. It won’t just be a few cities or counties. The
storm could cut the electricity to large swathes of the most
populated areas of the U.S., and it could be a year or longer
before power is restored.
Until recently, few people appreciated this threat from
the sun. Among those few are researchers at U-M who
develop software for forecasting space weather. Now, power
companies and even the White House are paying attention
to space weather’s potential to switch off our modern existence. But are we ready enough to avert disaster?
TRANSFORMER TRAUMA
In the interest of competition among electrical utilities, the
grid is designed to transmit power over long distances. This is
fine while Earth’s magnetic field is stable, but if a huge cloud
of plasma connects its magnetic field with Earth’s, Earth’s
magnetic field goes haywire. It’s called a geomagnetic storm.
A moving magnetic field induces currents in wires.
Because the Earth’s magnetic field isn’t very powerful, you
wouldn’t notice extra current in your electronics or your
household wiring even in a large geomagnetic storm. The effect
would be similar to waving a fridge magnet near the circuitry.
But in very long wires, spanning hundreds of miles,
the current can build up, perhaps to hundreds of amperes,
explained Ian Hiskens, the Vennema Professor of Engineering
and a professor of electrical engineering and computer
science. These currents alone would be enough to fry your
household wiring. Combined with energy coursing through
the grid already, it’s enough to push some of the biggest and
most expensive power equipment past its limits.
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Large transformers enable utilities to send electricity
across the U.S. without wasting a lot of energy due to
resistance in the wires. At one end of a long power line, a
transformer steps the electricity up to a high voltage, which
minimizes the energy loss from resistance. At the other
end, a transformer steps the energy down to a safer level for
distribution through cities and towns.
The biggest transformers, those typically placed at power
stations and at the receiving ends of the long-haul transmission
lines, cost tens of millions of dollars to make and take more
than six months to build. They are custom pieces of equipment, designed for the particular requirements of the utility
and location. Hiskens estimates that there are a few hundred
of these very large transformers in the U.S.
“At the moment, there are no spares for them anywhere
in the world,” he added.
So if a freak geomagnetic storm were to damage a
bunch of them at once, it’s not hard to imagine that recovery would be long and difficult. But what is the risk, really?
How bad could it be? And how can we prevent it? These
are questions that the White House is asking with its new
Space Weather Action Plan, announced in October 2015.
For insight into what the answers might be, The Michigan
Engineer sought out researchers and professionals who have
been thinking about the problem for years.
SOLAR SMACKDOWN
No one really knows the odds that the sun will send us
a grid-crippling cloud of plasma in the near future. Pete
Riley, senior research scientist and vice president of the San
Diego-based Predictive Science Inc., forecast a 12 percent
chance of such a storm hitting Earth in the next decade.
Dave Szulczewski, an engineer at the Michigan-based
power company DTE, follows industry research on how
geomagnetic storms may affect electric utilities. He cited
a likelihood of less than 0.02 percent for every two solar
cycles, or 22 years.
“Authors who give different risk factors and probabilities
caution that there hasn’t been a lot of historical data to draw
from,” said Szulczewski.
The existing data comes mainly from two extreme solar
storms that occurred before the grid went national. The first
was in 1859, when only telegraph wires were around to tell
the tale of electrical chaos.
Known as the Carrington Event, the plasma that
connected with Earth’s magnetic field sent aurorae into the
tropics and turned skies over the U.S. blood red. Operators
received shocks, put out fires and found that the lines worked
better if they disconnected the batteries. Using information
about the lengths of the wires and their operating voltages,
researchers have estimated that this represented a rate of
change in Earth’s magnetic field of about 5,000 nanotesla
per minute (nT/min).
A 1921 event had similar effects, disrupting telephone
service and railroad signaling as well. Again, researchers put
its strength in the ballpark of 5,000 nT/min.
For a more recent warning shot, a Carrington-scale
#UmichEngin
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The darkened areas of the map show potential outages if a strong
geomagnetic storm hit the U.S., based on a computer simulation by
Metatech Corporation. The outages could last months or years.

mass of plasma flew through Earth’s orbit in 2012 – and
it would have hit Earth if the eruptions had occurred just
a week later. Scan this page with the Decoder in our One
Cool Thing app to view NASA’s video on the near miss.
THE WORST CASE
Exactly how bad a major solar storm would be is a matter
of debate in the power industry, said Thomas Overbye,
a professor of electrical and computer engineering at the
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.
“Some people say the transformers will not be permanently damaged, others think they will,” he said. “For some,
it’s just a bad day or bad couple days. Others think it could
be catastrophic.”
Overbye added that some groups, concerned that power
could go out for months across large regions of the U.S.,
project that it could lead to a breakdown in social order and
deaths due to the scarcity of food, water and medicine. No
refrigeration. No running water. No pumps for the gasoline
that could get you to civilization, and no financial system to
help you buy it. Dark days indeed.
It wouldn’t be such a big deal if the transformers could
be replaced in a few weeks, but they take between six and 12
months to build, transport and install. It’s hard to make that
time any shorter because the high-grade insulation around
SPRING 2016
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the massive coils has to be thoroughly dried out. This prevents
electricity from jumping between the loops of wire, explained
Hiskens. Even with unlimited money, it can’t be rushed.
We would hope that the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) has been thinking about what to do in the
event of a geomagnetic disaster – and there is evidence that
the agency has been looking into it since at least 2008 – but
it neglected requests for information. Ready.gov warns that
space weather could result in power outages, even rolling
blackouts, but it doesn’t mention how long or extensive they
might be.
For now, it advises keeping 72 hours’ worth of food and
water on hand in the event of a space weather emergency. That
won’t get you very far if much of our power infrastructure is
out for weeks or months.
The White House plan calls for an evaluation of the
resources that will be available in the event of a major outage.
It’s hard to send aid when most communications are down
and gas stations can’t pump fuel.
One bright spot is that land telephones could be repaired
more quickly than the grid, so areas with blackouts – meaning
no cell service or Internet – may not be completely cut off.
That would make a big
difference in assessing the extent of the blackouts, deploying
emergency aid and coordinating repairs. Likewise, many
25
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REACTION TIME – A major solar eruption can arrive in
less than 18 hours, but it only poses a threat to the
grid if its magnetic field can connect with Earth’s.
The ACE satellite, stationed at about 930,000 miles
from Earth, can send this information to Earth with
about 20 minutes to spare before the storm hits.

GENERATION – Power plants of all stripes account for the bulk of

TRANSMISSION – The transmission network links power plants to communities around the

country, allowing energy to be traded on a national scale. A major geomagnetic storm
can create currents in the long wires and damage the huge transformers at their ends.
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DISTRIBUTION – After the transmission and local substations reduce the voltage to safer

levels, the electricity goes through the distribution network to reach homes and businesses.
Following a severe geomagnetic storm, power may not be able to reach these networks
until the large transformers are replaced.

If operators reduce the current on a transformer during a
storm, then the transformer can tolerate the additional current
from the moving magnetic field without overheating.
Overbye’s team considers different storm severities. The
worst to hit North America in modern times blacked out
Quebec for nine hours in March 1989. The magnetic field
changed at about 500 nT/min. Some argue that the 1989
storm damaged an extra-high-voltage transformer at the
Salem Nuclear Plant in southern New Jersey. And it was 10
times weaker than the 1859 and 1921 storms.

radio stations already have backup
generators, so we would also have
a system for mass communication
once access to fuel was established.
OPTIMISM OF A SORT
But it might not be that bad. Neither
Overbye nor Hiskens subscribes to
the doomsday prognosis. Hiskens
thinks that the grid will have enough
life left in it to provide power to a lot
of the U.S. some of the time. Communications and at least
some of the financial system would be up for part of the day.
Refrigerators and freezers may work often enough to allow
some food storage. Gasoline could be pumped so that
transportation wouldn’t grind to a halt.
“You can think of the extra-high-voltage network as being
like superfreeways, and the very-high-voltage network being
the interstate system. So if you lose the superfreeways, you can
always fall back on the normal freeway system, but there may
be congestion and you might need to regulate the traffic,”
said Hiskens. But if we lost the very-high-voltage network as

IMAGE: Stephen Alvey

energy generation in the grid. They connect to the transmission
network with huge transformers that may be sensitive to
geomagnetic storms.

well, the beginning of the recovery would be hard going.
Overbye cautions that some of the most at-risk,
high-voltage transformers are located at power plants. If these
go out, the power plants are disconnected from the grid. But
how likely are transformers to sustain damage in a geomagnetic
storm? That’s the question Overbye is trying to answer.
He works with utilities, receiving detailed information
about their networks. Then his group runs simulations to
assess the potential consequences. They identify which
transformers are in danger and calculate how much the
electrical load on them must be reduced to keep them safe.
#UmichEngin
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PROTECTING THE GRID
One day, transformers may have built-in defenses. The
current generated by a geomagnetic storm runs in a loop
through the wires between two transformers, down in the
ground, back to the first transformer, and up onto the wires
again. Disconnecting the ground wire would prevent this
current from running, but it would leave the power network
vulnerable to more common problems such as lightning
strikes and downed wires.
It may be possible to install components on the ground
wires that would block or reduce the current induced by a
SPRING 2016
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geomagnetic storm, Hiskens explained. But it’s an expensive
solution, so utilities won’t be adding this protection until
both the technology and the risk of disaster are proven.
For now, the best option is to predict geomagnetic
storms and protect transformers on the fly. And for that,
we need to have a good handle on exactly what the sun is
throwing at us.
U-M is already a leader in space weather preparedness.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) is adopting a simulation developed by U-M’s
Center for Space Environment Modeling. NOAA’s Space
Weather Prediction Center uses a combination of satellite
data, observations of the sun and physics simulations to
forecast solar storms that could affect our satellites, air travel,
GPS and grid (see “Space Sensitive”). NASA, which needs to
warn astronauts of intense radiation within an hour of a flare,
runs the U-M space weather modeling software 24/7.
The U-M program takes observations of solar activity
and charts the course of any plasma coming toward Earth.
Then, it simulates the way that the plasma would interact with
the Earth’s magnetic field, predicting the likely geomagnetic
disturbance down to the region.
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“We can say the largest space weather event will be over
Canada. Or Michigan,” said Tamas Gombosi, the Konstantin I.
Gringauz Distinguished University Professor of Space Science,
Rollin M. Gerstacker Professor of Engineering and director of
the Center for Space Environment Modeling. “So then they
basically decrease the load on the transformer system in the
most affected areas. But this is just becoming operational.”
These simulations are twice as fast as real time, so by the
time they are complete, the plasma is halfway here. For an
extreme event like the 1859 geomagnetic superstorm, that
would leave about eight hours to prepare.
BETTER FORECASTS
That’s not a lot of time for an event so rare and potentially
catastrophic, and some industries are affected within an
hour of a flare. So researchers are trying to forecast the
eruptions themselves.
For this, they need to understand the details of magnetic
activity on the sun. Eruptions occur when the sun’s magnetic
field twists and stretches until it snaps. A useful prediction
must say when the flare or flares will happen, how big the
flares will be and the paths of any plasma clouds thrown from
the sun. Gombosi’s team is trying to develop these capabilities.
Space weather forecasters also need to know the direction
of the disembodied piece of the sun’s magnetic field. If it has
the same alignment as Earth’s field when it arrives, the fields
will repel one another, and the plasma will pass around the
Earth without harming the grid. But if the fields join up,
the wild fluctuations in Earth’s magnetic field could damage
transformers. Right now, this crucial detail wouldn’t be
known until about 20 minutes before the storm hits, when
the cloud passes by the ACE satellite. This satellite monitors
particles coming from the sun, and it’s thought to have
enough fuel to continue its watch until 2024.
To improve space weather prediction, researchers need
more observatories in orbit around the sun, says Gombosi,
especially with the 2014 demise of a satellite that helped
produce a 360-degree view of our local star. These new
weather stations would observe parts of the sun’s surface
we can’t see from Earth but that will be spinning to face us
within hours.
“It’s like when you have a weather forecast, and you
have a weather station just here outside the window,” said
Gombosi. “It will tell you what is going on right now. But
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if you want to know what will happen tomorrow, you need
something in Chicago.”
A NEW VIGIL
Of course, the best forecasting doesn’t do any good if
utilities aren’t paying attention and ready to take action.
Fortunately, they’re getting there.
In June 2014, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
adopted a rule requiring utilities to prepare for geomagnetic
disturbances. Companies responsible for the transmission
network – or the high-voltage, long-distance portion of the
grid – have paid close attention to these nascent regulations,
and many have already published procedures for space
weather events.
PJM, which operates a transmission network in the
eastern and Midwestern U.S., requires that transmission
operators monitor individual transformers to look for
currents caused by geomagnetic disturbances. These would
be direct currents in addition to the alternating currents that
utilities send through the network.
Some transformers are fitted with a device that directly
measures geomagnetic currents on the grounded line, where
the currents come in. A transformer can also be monitored
through its temperature and how much power it consumes,
measures that can signify whether it is operating outside its
preferred range.
PJM’s threshold for concern is a direct current of 10
amperes or more – an equivalent alternating current would
be small enough to run on your household circuits. If such
a current persists for at least 10 minutes, the operator is
required to move to conservative operations. This includes
running a lower current through the transformer, which helps
keep it from overheating even if a geomagnetic disturbance
adds additional current. It could mean temporary power
cuts to customers during a severe storm, but most would
likely prefer that to the alternative.
SPACE WEATHER DRILL
While the transmission network moves energy from power
plants to cities and towns, the distribution network takes that
power from the major substations to homes and businesses.
The lower voltage at the distribution level means less risk,
but they, too, are beginning to pay attention to threats from
the sun. DTE Energy, which serves southeast Michigan,
#UmichEngin
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handles distribution as well as power generation.
Vinay Bhakkad (MBA ’01), director of emergency
and response at DTE, told The Michigan Engineer about
actions DTE is taking to prepare for extreme geomagnetic
storms. “We subscribe to NOAA’s space weather service, so
whenever there is risk of space weather or a solar flare, we
get notification,” he said.
The warning initiates a sequence of actions needed to
monitor the severity of the geomagnetic storm and mitigate
its effects on the network. While we have yet to experience
an extreme storm, DTE ran its first space weather drill in the
summer of 2015, said Bhakkad. As they would be in a real
event, the DTE team was on the phone with colleagues who
manage the transmission network during the tabletop exercise.
“The transmission companies are a step ahead of us in
terms of preparing for and reacting to the geomagnetic disturbances, and they should be a step ahead of us. They are at
a greater risk because of their bigger equipment and higher
voltage levels,” said Heather Rivard (BSE Aero ’92, MBA ’04),
the vice president of distribution operations for DTE.
Still, DTE is in charge of the transformers at their
power plants that connect to the transmission system, so
their preparation is necessary to protect access to power in
southeast Michigan.
THE OUTLOOK
Because concern over the potential for a geomagnetic
disaster is relatively new, and the events very rare, much is
still uncertain. Utilities are teaming up with researchers like
Overbye to get a better handle on the real risk to transformers
on their networks, and they are developing procedures to
follow if a major geomagnetic storm occurs.
Most U.S. electric companies assume that their vulnerability is limited because the most extreme geomagnetic
disturbances are thought to occur in the upper latitudes,
where the aurora makes a more regular appearance. But
Hiskens recently reviewed a study that suggested a spaceinduced storm could peak at a latitude of about 40 degrees –
running right through the northern United States.
The new awareness of space weather is also timely as
engineers design grid improvements to make better use of
renewable energy generation. Proposals include expanding the
extra-high-voltage network to enhance electricity transmission
across the country.
If extreme events could be forecast with days to
spare rather than hours, power companies would have the
opportunity to run through their procedures and notify
their customers that temporary outages may occur as
they protect the network. After all, no grid operator has
experience protecting transformers from Carrington-scale
geomagnetic disturbances.
While we’re in better shape than we were 10 years ago,
Gombosi warns against complacency. “We don’t know how
prepared we are. Just because we talk about it doesn’t mean
we are prepared for it,” said Gombosi. And the test is coming.
We just don’t know how soon.
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SPACE
SENSITIVE

THE ELECTRICAL GRID ISN’T THE ONLY
PART OF MODERN LIFE THAT IS AFFECTED
BY SOLAR ACTIVITY.

AIRLINES
During each 11-year solar cycle, about 10 space storms
cause airlines to reroute their polar flights farther south.
The protection of the magnetic field is weakest at the
poles, and the extra charged particles coming through
would expose the passengers and crew to unusually
high radiation. It wouldn’t be enough for immediate
health effects, but enough that it could violate the
stringent regulations against civilian radiation exposure.
What’s a few hours of delay compared to cancer risk?

SATELLITES
The satellites would take a beating – first from the
X-rays and particles travelling near the speed of light,
ahead of the main cloud, and then from the plasma
itself. But satellites are made to withstand radiation.
Put into safe mode, it’s likely that many would survive,
albeit with a few years shaved off their lifespans. While
the trend on the ground is toward smaller and more
integrated circuits, satellites are headed in the other
direction. Larger circuits fare better in a particle storm.
Space-age retro.

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)
All that electromagnetic activity in the atmosphere
creates noise in GPS signals. This is of particular concern
to the military, which depends heavily on GPS for the
navigation of soldiers as well as drones. Smaller storms
can throw off GPS signals as well.

RADIO AND CELLULAR COMMUNICATIONS
Radio communications are also disrupted by the
electromagnetic activity in the atmosphere. Radio
transmissions can shift to other frequencies, with one
station being replaced by another. They can disappear
entirely or even have their ranges extended – previous
storms have sent radio broadcasts across the ocean.
Cell phones would likely experience similar problems.
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AN
UNLIKELY
PARTNERSHIP
It seemed like a simple project to help a village get clean water.
Things aren’t always as simple as they seem.
Story by: Amy Whitesall
Photos by: Marcin Szczepanski

Ed Shearer, left, and Samantha Rahmani

O

n an August morning in the
Guatemalan village of Chaguitón,

a group pulls plastic chairs into a large circle in the shade of a school
building. Three University of Michigan students, members of an engineering student team called BLUELab, have come to Chaguitón to learn
more about the village’s reported water problems and perhaps design a
solution. They’re flanked by Michigan Engineering alumnus Ed Shearer
and his wife, Gayle, who’ve been doing church mission work in Chaguitón
for two years.
About 20 people have gathered, but the the action centers on two of
them – an old-school construction manager named Ramiro Peñate and
BLUELab team leader Samantha Rahmani.
Peñate, head of Guatemalan operations for the U.S.-based Central
American Lutheran Mission Society (CALMS), leans back in his chair
with his elbows planted on the armrests and squints across the empty
space at these visitors.
He has decades of experience running construction projects, and
water infrastructure is his specialty. He’s not a local, but he is a Guatemalan, and the people of Chaguitón respect him; they know he gets things
done. In Peñate’s opinion, Chaguitón needs a large, central filtration unit
to clean its water supply. The students, however, want to know more. If
they’re going to build anything, it needs to be environmentally and economically sustainable. It needs to actually work for the community, and
they’re not convinced what he’s proposing will do that.
Peñate is not accustomed to having his opinion questioned.
Across the circle, Rahmani, a chemical engineering junior, chooses her
words very carefully. She’s not sure exactly who this man is, but she senses
that he has a lot of influence. She explains through an interpreter that her
team isn’t convinced the water in Chaguitón is as bad as they were led to
believe. In addition to possibly being unnecessary, the project Peñate is
proposing would be expensive. The village has no money to afford it, and
neither do the students.
The annoyance in Peñate’s response needs no translation. There are
lots of organizations in the U.S. with money to give to water projects, he
says, growing indignant. His voice gains volume as he insinuates that those
donors – and maybe the students, too – seem to care more about causes on
other continents than the needs of the people sitting around this circle.
In this moment, a lot rides on the negotiating skills of a 21-year-old.
The Shearers arranged this meeting between the students, Chaguitón’s “cocode,” or village council, and representatives from CALMS,
an organization that oversees mission work in the village. They brought
these students to Chaguitón and vouched for them. Their enthusiasm for
partnering with Michigan students has also raised both hopes and funds
at their church back home near Houston.
The cocode, worried about water quality and keenly aware of Chaguitón’s standing as a leader among its neighboring villages, doesn’t have
the money to solve this problem itself.
The students have already put in dozens of hours of work to prepare
for the trip. They’ve given up two weeks of their summer break and spent
their own money to get to Chaguitón. They’ve come to tease out the
nuances of the problem for themselves, not to be assigned a solution.
No one wants to go backward, but the way forward isn’t clear either.
A lot of people have a lot at stake – reputation, credibility, health – but
for the first time since the partnership began, its future hangs in question.
It will only work if they can work together.
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“The Shearers are very blunt and straightforward people,”
Rahmani said. “I’ve never felt like they’ve tried to go over my
head or influence my actions in any way.

“I’D MUCH
RATHER
WORK WITH
SOMEONE I
DON’T SEE
EYE-TO-EYE
WITH WHO IS
HONEST THAN
WITH SOMEONE I CAN’T
FIGURE OUT.”

When the Shearers started taking mission trips 10 years ago, doing
good was simple. They got on a plane in Houston, landed a couple hours
later in Guatemala and spent a week mixing cement and hauling block.
At the end of that week, a family had a new house.
The work was physically exhausting and spiritually rewarding, but
over time they recognized that the good they thought they were doing
contributed to an unhealthy dynamic. The locals began to rely on the
charity of outsiders, to ask for things rather than work for them.
CALMS noticed some unhealthy dynamics, too, and shifted its model
from hit-and-run humanitarian projects to longer-term partnerships with
the cocodes in proactive communities like Chaguitón.
But BLUELab teaches students to build genuine relationships and
mutual trust in the communities where they work. There are no shortcuts,
even if you arrive with familiar faces or with the blessing of local authorities.
Once they’ve reached the point on a project where honest answers replace
polite ones, the students work with locals to identify problems and come
up with solutions the community can sustain. Success for BLUELab is a
project that spreads through the community on its own because people
see it and decide it’s worth their while.
Compared to the simplicity of showing up and building houses,
BLUELab’s process is slow, messy and unpredictable. But if it leads to
something that lasts in Chaguitón, it’ll be worth it.
At first, bringing BLUELab to the village seemed an odd collision of
the Shearers’ worlds – a public university working with a religious mission
organization. But it made so much sense in other ways – a village in need, a
group of eager students, an experienced in-country organization to handle
the logistics – that the potential gain outweighed the awkwardness.
But sometimes the differences do matter. Guatemala has a long
history with well-intentioned white people coming in and causing more
problems than they solve. Chaguitón is no different.
A residential outpost of (mostly) independent coffee growers and their
families, the village has a church, a health clinic and school buildings, but
no businesses. Coffee plants occupy nearly every bit of arable land, all the
way up the mountain to about 5,000 feet.
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Years ago, a team from the Netherlands built the village a coffee
processing plant. The expensive equipment was supposed to enable the
villagers to process their coffee and presumably sell it at a premium. The
Dutch team didn’t consider, however, that the farmers in Chaguitón take
out a loan each year to buy their fertilizer, and that loan contractually
obliges them to sell their pre-processed coffee to the people who sold
them the fertilizer. The plant sits unused.
“The old engineer was the problem-solver,” said BLUELab faculty
advisor Steve Skerlos, Arthur F. Thurnau Professor and Professor of Mechanical Engineering. “The BLUELab student and engineer understands
that solving the problem is really the easy part. Defining the problem is
the hard part, and it actually takes a lot of effort, interaction and time in
the community to make sure you’re working on the right problems.”
The best coffee grows up high. As more and more of the high-altitude
forests are cleared for coffee production, people and animals work closer to
the spring that provides the community’s water and fecal contamination
has become a growing problem.
Above the nearby village of L’avanzada sits another example of
engineering know-how gone awry. A large concrete filtration unit, built 20
years ago by Peñate, filters sediment out of the water that comes down the
mountain. The filter also has a chlorination tank – designed to accomplish
the important second task of killing microorganisms that could make
people sick. The chlorine hasn’t been used in 19 years because the people in
the village don’t like the idea of having chemicals added to their water.
#UmichEngin
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The students learned that much over the course of a week in the village,
but Rahmani appreciates how easy it is to lock onto what looks like an
obvious problem, only to find it’s a mirage. She was part of the group
that made a short visit to the village in March 2015. What they were told
at the time suggested a solution much like Peñate’s.
It wasn’t until the student team started visiting homes in the village
and hearing mixed reports – the water was good; the water was bad;
the water made some people sick, sometimes – that the team began to
suspect they didn’t have the whole story.
“I was very naive in terms of how BLUELab worked and how we
worked in different communities,” said Rahmani. “On the first trip, we
went for three days and we were told very quickly that water quality was
their primary interest. I thought, ‘Oh! Well, that was easy! We figured
that out and it’s only been two days. It took Project India a month. This
is very easy; everyone kept telling me it was difficult.”
Gayle Shearer’s first career was in education. She still has her “teacher
voice” and she’s not afraid to use it in the event of indecision or inactivity.
If Gayle doesn’t have a plan, she will have one soon, and unless you have
a better one, it’s easier to go along than to argue.
But she balances that drive with a genuine kindness, a softer, quieter
Gayle who sensed Rahmani’s frustration after that puzzling first day of
interviews in the village. Gayle took Rahmani’s arm on the walk back
from dinner, gently steering her up the dark street, past skinny stray dogs
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lounging on the cracked pavement.
“You just say the word,” she said. “We’re here to support you in
whatever way you need.”
What Rahmani and the team needed, however, was something the
Shearers couldn’t provide – a clear sign that Chaguitón needed the kind
of help BLUELab offers. (The Shearers and the students elaborate on
working together in our video, available by scanning this page with the
Decoder in the One Cool Thing app; see page 8.)
Because the water supply comes from higher up the mountain, the
students headed uphill in search of answers. Ed Shearer (BSE NAME ’67,
MSE NAME �74) pulled on a pair of worn blue Shearer and Associates
coveralls, stuffed a pair of leather work gloves into the back pocket and
trudged up the path behind students, interpreters, cocode members and
assorted other locals. As the group straggled out along the trail, Ed kept
pace, pausing to pick a red tropical flower that he tucked into his breast
pocket to give to Gayle. When the group reached the point where spring
water flows into the first of a series of holding tanks, Ed, 71, settled onto
a discarded crate and leaned hard on his walking stick for a few moments.
But he couldn’t stay on the sidelines for long. Soon he was standing
next to the concrete tanks, helping with measurements, offering an extra
hand, reminding the students about a basic flow-rate formula that fit the
circumstances better than the more advanced ones they were trying to apply.
Ed founded Shearer and Associates, a naval architecture and marine
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Gayle was raised Baptist, Ed Presbyterian, but they’ve spent much of their adult lives holding
organized religion at arm’s length. Eventually they found friends and fellowship at Gloria Dei
Lutheran Church near their home in Seabrook, Texas, and started doing mission work. They can
afford to, and it feels good. They’re determined to keep going as long as their health allows.

“WE NEED TO SLOW
DOWN,” GAYLE OFTEN
SAYS. THEN SHE BOOKS
ANOTHER TRIP.
engineering firm that designs the marine equipment used to move cargo
along this country’s inland waterways. He’s dealt with plenty of young,
freshly-minted naval architects who think they know it all. He’s been
that guy himself. Ed got a glimpse of what real labor could be like when
his father put him to work doing every dirty job in the family’s shipyard
just before he graduated from Michigan. One of the things Ed appreciates
about the BLUELab students is they lack that arrogance. They listen.
“I’ve been in this business for 40 years,” he said. “You learn a few
things.”
As the day wore on, the trailing crowd got hotter, thirstier, bored.
But the students pressed on, and so did Ed. This was what they came here
for, and it felt good to be doing something.
For 30 hours, the 20 samples that would either confirm the water was
contaminated or throw the whole project into question incubated in petri
dishes under the bed in team member Alex Mattia’s room back in La Union.
When some of the samples finally revealed the telltale pink and
purple dots that indicate potentially harmful bacteria, Rahmani, beaming
from the balcony, made a triumphant announcement to the courtyard
below, “We have coliforms in the preschool and the primary school!”
Even months later, the memory of Rahmani’s enthusiasm for pathogens
warmed Gayle Shearer’s heart.
“You want things to be good,” she said. “I wanted good water, but
part of me also wanted their work not to be in vain. So to see them excited
that something was growing, that was a great moment.”
The beauty of working with students, she observed, is that they don’t
play by the old rules – they don’t even know the old rules. They question
authority not because they want to be disrespectful, but because they
really want to understand.
Few people, for example, would have had the courage to confront
Peñate the way Rahmani did. Gayle, who’s generally fearless, has done it on
a few occasions while leading building projects. She knows it’s not easy.
But sometimes it’s not enough to assume everyone wants to do
good. Good means different things to different people.
Ed and Gayle have committed to make at least one trip a year to
Chaguitón as representatives of Gloria Dei Lutheran Church in Nassau
Bay, Texas. Just as their relationship with the cocode gave the students
a foothold in Chaguitón, they hope the connections the students build
there will reflect well on future mission projects.
They have several ongoing projects in the village, and Gayle uses the
meeting with Peñate and the cocode to tick through the village’s to-do list:
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digging latrines, installing new water piping, fixing a washed-out section
of road. She records everything in a small notebook, and when she asks
about people’s access to eye doctors and dentists, it’s with the prospect of a
collaboration with the medical or dental schools at Michigan in mind.
The Shearers brought BLUELab to Chaguitón in hopes that they
could help the village fix its water, and while that hasn’t happened yet,
the project seems headed in that direction. But it turned out Chaguitón
had a lot to offer the students, too. The lessons weren’t about how to filter
water – they could learn that in Ann Arbor – but instead about negotiation,
communication, managing expectations and coping with ambiguity.
Peñate is a proud man committed to his cause, but he’s no fool. Soon he
recognizes the gap between his expectations and those of the BLUELab
team. There may still be an organization out there willing to build his
project, but it won’t be this one.
The students offer an alternate plan – to return in the spring and
teach the locals how to build inexpensive biosand filters. That’ll give them
the freedom to adopt the technology if they want it, and the ability to
share knowledge and clean water with neighboring villages.
In the end, dirty water may not be the community’s biggest
problem, but by meeting Peñate halfway with a filter of some sort, the
BLUELab team can earn some credibility and build a foundation for
future projects.
Cocode member Juan Martinez Diaz, a 30-year-old coffee farmer
and father of two, declares the idea “magnificent.” Previous cocodes have
worried about the water; he’d like to be part of the group that finally gets
something done.
Finally, Peñate nods his approval. He agrees to use his construction
contacts to help the team find local materials. Then he stands stiffly and
walks away, toward one of the coolers packed with sack lunches. Gayle
Shearer closes her notebook.
The meeting is over. The real work is just beginning.
#UmichEngin
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Gayle Shearer, right, with Rhamani and
a local resident.

IT’S 1943 – IN THE THICK OF WORLD WAR II –
AND A NEW GERMAN JET FIGHTER IS
MENACING THE SKIES OVER EUROPE.
AMID MOUNTING FEARS, ARMY BRASS
TURNS TO MICHIGAN ENGINEERING
ALUMNUS CLARENCE "KELLY" JOHNSON
TO THWART THE NAZI THREAT.
Story by: Randy Milgrom

The Nazi regime had been trying to
develop a jet aircraft since well before the onset of World War II, and
in mid-1943 it introduced the world’s
first operational jet-powered fighter –
the Messerschmitt Me-262 Schwalbe
(“Swallow”). German officers viewed
its most effective use as a fighter
against Allied bombers, but Adolf
Hitler – infatuated with the Me-262’s
superior speed – liked its potential
as a high-speed, light-payload
Schnellbomber (“fast bomber”).
And as this brief Nazi debate took
place, the Allies still were flying
nothing but propeller planes.

O

n June 17, 1943, Clarence “Kelly”
Johnson, Lockheed’s 33-year-old
chief engineer, was at the U.S. Air Corp’s Elgin
Field in Florida, observing the performance of
the latest version of his P-38 Lightning war plane.
This was the day Johnson (BSE AeroE
’32, MSE ’33) first learned – as Wright Field’s
Colonel M.S. Roth sidled over to confide in a
whisper – that the U.S. military was testing a
new U.S. Bell jet.
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“You wanted to build a jet for us once,”
Roth reminded Johnson. But Johnson didn’t
need any reminders.
Johnson and Lockheed had developed
the P-38 beginning in 1937. And though it
still was the nation’s fastest propeller-driven
fighter, Johnson had only been able to increase
its speed by a mere 17 miles per hour – even
while nearly doubling its power. In 1939,
with the Brits and the Germans working
feverishly on jet turbines, Johnson proposed his
own audacious new jet design that he claimed
would approach the speed of sound. But the Air
Corps – more eager for more planes to fly more
immediately into battle – turned him down flat.
England’s Frank Whittle had since made
significant progress on a jet engine – with
Germany’s Ernst Heinkel remaining consistently
ahead of his pace. But the U.S. military had
only timidly experimented with a Bell P-59 jet,
which proved ineffectual.
Now, a very worried U.S. Army Air Force
was obsessed with the Messerschmitt Me-262
– Germany’s latest, superior jet fighter – and
the very real prospect that the enemy German
Luftwaffe would soon be dominating the skies
over Europe. The Me-262 was much faster
and better armed than any plane in the Allied
arsenal. It was striking terror in every military
officer with awareness not just of its current

capabilities, but of its fearsome potential wrath
– and consuming their every waking thought.
Worse, a reluctant Roth confessed to
Johnson, this new U.S. Bell jet’s performance
had been deeply disappointing. Like the old,
tentative Bell jet introduced several years earlier, this new one was flying barely faster than
Johnson’s propeller-driven Lightning.
And now Roth – finally! – was asking
Johnson if he would be willing to try again.
Roth told Johnson the top-secret jet plane
would need to fly more than 100 mph faster
than the Lightning. It would need to fly more
than 500 mph to combat the Nazi fighter.
“Just give me the specs,” Johnson growled.

Johnson had scribbled nonstop on the backs of
envelopes and in the margins of magazines on
the flight back to Burbank from Florida. As soon
as he stepped off the plane at Lockheed’s Air Terminal, Johnson bolted up the stairs to Lockheed
President Robert Gross’ office, where Gross and
Johnson’s boss, Hall Hibbard, were waiting.
It was a hot day in June, and Johnson was
about to be grilled by his Burbank bosses about
his Elgin Field encounter with Col. Roth the
day before. But the robust Johnson’s demeanor
remained forceful, his expression self-confi#UmichEngin
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dent, his black hair slicked and neatly combed.
Once inside the inner sanctum, Johnson
launched right in.
“The Army Air Force wants us to submit
a proposal for building a plane around a jet
engine. I’ve worked out some figures. They
want it fast, and I think I can promise 180-day
delivery. What do you think?”
“180 days!” Gross stammered.
That schedule seemed nothing more than
a fantasy. No company ever had designed and
built any kind of prototype in anywhere near
that kind of time – let alone a prototype for
a jet fighter. But this was different. This was
a top-secret assignment to develop a critical
weapon to beat back the Nazi threat. This
would be the most important challenge in
American aviation.
A brief round of hand-wringing and
head-shaking followed. But if either Gross or
Hibbard thought of saying “no,” neither said the
word aloud – and Johnson went straightaway to
a drawing board to resume his calculations.
Within the week, Johnson had packed
up numerous sketches and dozens of pages of
detailed specifications and hand-delivered them
to Gen. Frank Carrol, commanding officer of
Wright Field.
“We’ll give you the contract,” Carrol told
Johnson.
Johnson had promised Roth a prototype
in 180 days – and the high command was just
desperate enough to believe him. “You better
get moving,” Carrol told Johnson. “This is Day
Number One.”
And before the day was out, Johnson was
back on a plane to Burbank, letter of intent in
hand.
“DO IT, DAMN IT.”
“It’s your baby,” Gross told Johnson, now
back at Lockheed. But Gross remained skeptical about the ridiculous time demands.
“I don’t think anything will come of it,
but you’ve brought this on yourself,” Gross
said. “We’ll give you all the help we can, but
you’ve got to rake up your own engineering
department and your own production people
and figure out where to put this project. Now
go set up shop.”
Lockheed already was building 28 military
planes a day. There were no spare engineers,
and no spare machinery or space. But Gross’
admonition sounded like a dream finally
realized for Johnson, who had long pestered
Gross and Hibbard for an experimental shop
in which a small group of talented design
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“"Just
give
me the
specs,”"
Johnson
growled.
Young
Kelly
Johnson
Clarence Leonard Johnson – nicknamed “Kelly”
as a grade-schooler – was smart, hard working
and intensely ambitious. As a scholarship student
at Michigan Engineering (BSE AeroE ’32,
MSE ’33), Professor Edward Stalker hired him
as his wind tunnel assistant, and when Johnson
disagreed with his professor’s assessment that
Lockheed’s new twin-engine Electra was stable,
he was immediately overruled. But the brash
Johnson didn’t hesitate to reiterate his concerns
to Lockheed, which had hired him soon after
he graduated.
His Lockheed superiors suppressed their
first thought – which was to fire him – and instead sent Johnson back to the Michigan wind
tunnel with the big Electra model crammed
into the back seat of his car. Subsequent tests
and modifications – including the unconventional twin-tail design that would become his
signature – not only vindicated Johnson, but
returned him to Burbank a hero.
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engineers, mechanics, and manufacturers could
work together without complication or delay.
The Army promised its full cooperation,
and six days after Johnson left Wright Field, all
the equipment it was obligated to provide – guns,
radios, tires, wheels, air-speed indicators, and
other instruments – had arrived at Lockheed’s
Burbank plant, ready to be installed as the
design and construction schedule rolled out.
To ensure the availability of all other tools that
couldn’t be spared from its ongoing production
line, Lockheed bought out an entire local
machine shop.
Johnson’s willful personality and reputation
played no small part in the wide berth granted
Johnson by the Lockheed and Air Corps brass.
With so much at stake, responsibility and authority would need to be concentrated in just
one man – and only one man was qualified. As
much a salesman as a designer and engineer,
Johnson was an energetic promoter who knew
how to dominate meetings, even among military
personnel well accustomed to having their way.
To the extent possible, this experimental
shop would need to behave as a single person.
And to fully exploit his autonomy, Johnson
sought to set up far away from the office and
shops, in an open area adjacent to the plant’s
wind tunnel – which offered three distinct
advantages. It was at the extreme end of the
complex, where few others operated. Its proximity to the wind tunnel would prove useful
and convenient for testing, as needed. And on
the far side of this remote area sat a noxious
plastics factory, whose stench would keep the
curious at bay – and soon the group would be
nicknamed “Skunk Works.”
Johnson had plant engineering clear the
space beside the wind tunnel, and within 10
days they had slapped together a drafty and
unheated temporary structure covering 11,000
square feet. Ordinary construction materials
were scarce in wartime, so the crew cobbled its
walls with huge old Wright engine crates left
over from deliveries for the Hudson bomber,
assorted scrap lumber and canvas. And for the
roof, Johnson rented a giant circus tent.
Now Johnson put on his overalls and
brazenly walked around the factory, “stealing” –
as he put it – the company’s top people. People
who would be willing to work under the motto
Johnson had embossed on his notebook covers:
“Do it, Damnit.”
“OUR DAYS ARE NUMBERED”
Johnson knew a formal contract between
the parties would not be forthcoming for
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"“You
better
get
moving.
This is
Day
Number
One.”"

months – but the signed letter of intent dated
June 22, 1943, nonetheless obligated the justformed Skunk Works to deliver the prototype
airframe before Christmas.
The design of the prototype – officially the
XP-80 but affectionately called the Lulu Belle
(and later the Shooting Star) – was uncomplicated enough, theoretically, to construct within
this sped-up timeframe. But to keep every man
firmly focused on the unrelenting passage of days,
Johnson installed a big scoreboard countdown
calendar – a large red sign attached to the back
wall entitled, “Our Days Are Numbered.”
Every morning, the preceding day would
be pulled off – and the new day recognized.
Work seemed to have just begun, but there it
was: “This is Day No. 14: 166 to go.”
The clock was ticking. But rather than
hearing the sound it made, the crew’s 23
engineers and its ever-expanding staff of shop
mechanics actually watched each day torn from
its moorings. Johnson hated to have to do this.
Coming to grips with another day coming
and going was difficult for everyone. But time
pressures were intense – and Johnson wanted
his men to know it.
On Day No. 19, the crew finalized a
wooden mock-up of the airplane – the project’s
first substantial completion milestone – right
on schedule. Johnson wanted to make the
mockup unusually detailed to discourage
changes, and when Air Force personnel arrived
from Washington for the inspection, no changes were made.
Later it was discovered that the occasional
walks mechanics needed to take along the wings’
surfaces were causing slight displacements that
still were significant enough to throw the plane
out of trim. The crew worked on various fixes,
but Johnson ultimately implemented a modification that improved the craft’s stall characteristics – which also made the plane less sensitive
to minor wing contour changes.
As the mission neared its halfway mark,
the men struggled to develop an optimally
aerodynamic fuselage that would also readily
accommodate engine and armament installation and repair. Finally they devised a workable
wing section redesign, and the moment draftsmen finalized updated blueprints, mechanics
were building the sections. The redesigned
wings were completed – and ready for mating
to the fuselage – on Day No. 83.
Which – according to Johnson’s master
schedule – was just in time.
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In the background: The only existing photo
of the original Skunk Works tent.

In September 1943, the Luftwaffe
introduced a jet-powered bomber –
the Arado Ar 234, with an estimated
maximum speed of 480 mph and a
range of 1,240 miles. But this was
still a prototype – the Nazis had not
yet made the aircraft fully operational – and during a prototype test
flight on October 2, 1943, it dived
into the ground from nearly 4,000
feet and crashed at Rheine, near
Münster. Both of the plane’s
engines had failed, a wing had
caught fire – and its pilot died
instantly upon impact.

NOW HOW ABOUT THAT ENGINE?
When Johnson had his meeting with Gen.
Carrol at Wright Field, Carrol had not only
approved a contract for the prototype but for a
new Lockheed-designed jet engine as well.
“But you’ll have to use the new engine the
British have promised us in the first airplane,”
Carrol told him. “We’ll need it – and all the
jet fighters you can build – as soon as possible
to use against the Me-262. Your new engine
couldn’t possibly be ready for service in time.”
The British engine in question was not the
Whittle-designed turbine used in the failed Bell
jet, but a new de Havilland design.
“What’s it look like?” Kelly had asked
Carrol.
“Sorry, Kelly. It’s top secret. We can’t tell
you.”
Johnson and Lockheed had accepted these
terms, of course, but the most difficult aspect
of the mission had always been working without an engine. The engineers knew only that
they were building an urgent prototype, and
only five knew it was for a jet plane. The Air
Corps gave Johnson some drawings and specifications, but most knew absolutely nothing
about the engine. And not one person – not
SPRING 2016
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even Johnson – had ever seen it.
The Army Transport Command had
promised to fly the engine from London to
Burbank, but still there was no sign of it.
And to make matters worse, the sickness
rate among the men was climbing. Johnson
believed in working smart – and working longer
than was healthy or productive in a cold and
drafty building was just plain stupid. From Day
No. 1, Johnson had based his production schedule on a 10-hour day/six-day week, with work
on Sunday strictly forbidden. Now, as the days
on the scoreboard dwindled, a 25 to 30 percent
absentee rate was reaching 50 percent or more.
“By coming back in here on Sunday, you
are hurting the project,” Johnson said, doubling down on his insistence that the rule be
obeyed. “You don’t get enough rest and you get
sick. The next man I catch in here on Sunday
goes back to the B-17s.”
The crew ran and re-ran safety tests, anticipating the engine’s arrival. The days passed, one
after another, and the mornings and evenings
grew chill. More anxious than ever to test the
plane’s engine before its crucial aerial debut,
Johnson and his top aides were starting to fret.
When the transport finally arrived – on
November 3, 1943; Day No. 132 – it carried
not just the engine but a British civilian
expert technician. Exhausted from the long
flight, the Englishman asked if he could go to
his hotel in Hollywood for a brief rest before
tests would begin.
Several hours passed and the Brit still hadn’t
returned. Johnson called the hotel, and was told
the technician had never checked in. Following
an unsuccessful manhunt through Hollywood,
Johnson checked the missing-persons bureau,
where he found his expert in custody.
The man had unsuspectingly jaywalked
across Hollywood Boulevard, apparently, and
had no draft card or passport or any other form
of identification – so the police had no choice

Original
“Skonk
Works”

®

When Johnson was setting up his secret
shop, Al Capp had just introduced the “L’il
Abner” comic strip, which featured a malodorous
moonshine still called the “Skonk Works.” Its
connection to the nearby plastic factory’s odor
was so obvious that one day one of the engineers
wore a gas mask to work as a gag, and a designer
answered the phone, “Skonk Works!” Johnson
didn’t like the name, but soon it was changed
to Skunk Works – and it stuck.
Johnson’s men were granted access on a
need-to-know basis. Even the janitors weren’t
allowed inside the tent, so the trash piled up
– but the work carried on. Johnson could be
an impossible boss, often getting so angry that
he’d just fire someone – though most knew he
usually didn’t mean it. One longtime employee
called him “W.C. Fields without the humor,”
with a “chili pepper temperament” that was
“poison to any bureaucrat, [and] a disaster to
ass-coverers, excuse makers and fault-finders.”
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but to arrest him. He referred the police to
Lockheed, where of course no one knew anything about any British technician or top-secret
plane. By that time, Johnson’s expert was in so
deep with the law that his release couldn’t be
secured – even with the help of the U.S. War
Department – until the following morning.
That morning the plane was suspended by
belly bands for flutter and vibration tests. Fuel
was pumped in and out, and brake tests conducted. The cockpit canopy release mechanism
test shook the makeshift tent so forcefully that
those present thought the entire structure was
about to collapse. And when the crew readied to
pull the Lulu Belle out for her maiden voyage,
they discovered that because of the way the tent
had been hurriedly assembled, the whole thing
had to be torn down so the plane could exit.
Finally – on Day No. 139 – the Lulu
Belle was secretly trucked out in the dead of
night to the California Muroc Restricted Air
Base (now Edwards Air Force Base) to run the
engine. And the first time the starter button
was pressed, the British-designed de Havilland
engine roared spectacularly to life.
Notwithstanding previous delays, Johnson
now felt more confident than ever that his
Skunk Works crew would deliver on time. And
just four days later, on November 15, 1943 –
Day No.143 – the Army Air Force officially
approved and accepted delivery of the promised
jet fighter prototype – a full 37 days ahead of
the Army’s schedule.
Johnson was especially gratified because
his private schedule had always been 150 days.
But now the Lulu Belle would need to become
the Shooting Star – a pilot-safe, fully operational
jet fighter.
Later that evening – during the plane’s
final tune-up, with the powerful engine
howling at full power – a tremendous bang
was heard. Johnson, standing between the two
engine ducts to watch the operation closely,
almost lost his pants down the intake. Both
ducts had collapsed, and before the engine
could be turned off, pieces of flying metal were
vanishing – with a violent and angry cry – into
the engine’s hungry mouth.
Jet engines aren’t designed to digest metal,
but perhaps the damage wasn’t too serious –
that was the prevailing hope as Johnson and
several others violated the Sunday rule, tearing
into the engine’s British nuts and bolts with
unfamiliar British tools. Disassembly was completed just before dawn, and the Brit peered
into the grease-smeared faces of the mechanics,
who awaited the expert’s word.
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“This crack in the compressor housing
– you’d better ask for another engine,” he
frowned. “I’m frightfully sorry, but you won’t
be able to fly this one.”
This information – and the crew’s disappointment – sunk in all at once. The intake ducts
would have to be redesigned and newly fabricated. And Skunks Works could do nothing but
wait until another English engine was delivered.
“LADY OR WITCH?”
Nearly two months elapsed, and now the
Shooting Star is aboard an Army truck trailer,
surrounded by heavy guard.
It’s just after dawn on Saturday, January
8, 1944, and the plane reaches the Army’s experimental field in the Mojave Desert as a raw
wind sweeps across the cold, damp morning.
The shivering Skunk Works engineers – bussed
to the desert for the test flight – are warming
themselves with sagebrush bonfires along the
airfield’s north end.
Mechanics engage in last-minute checks
while Johnson exhorts his ace test pilot, Milo
Burcham, who also flew the P-38 Lightning,
among other Johnson designs.
“Just fly her, Milo,” Kelly tells Burcham.
“Find out if she’s a lady or a witch. And if you
have any trouble at all, bring her back. She’s all
yours from here. Treat her nice.”
Burcham climbs in, fastens on a brightly
colored football helmet, snaps down the bubble
canopy, and starts the engine. A roar booms
across the desert. On a knoll above the airfield,
the crew straightens to alert. Burcham waves
to them.
Burcham taxies, the whine of the engine at
full scream, and the jet takes off. The Shooting
Star is airborne.
The pilot circles the field, slowly at first,
but as the plane gains altitude, it wobbles –
and Burcham quickly noses the plane down
and turns it around to land. The engineers
stand silent as Johnson and a few others rush
out to the plane.
“Over-cautious, maybe,” Burcham admits
to Johnson. “She felt funny on the ailerons.
Pretty touchy.”
“You’ve got 15 to 1 boost and a hot ship
that’s naturally sensitive,” Johnson reminds
him. “Maybe you were over-controlling?”
“Could be,” Burcham agrees.
While the two talk it over, spectators dig
their hands into their pockets, kicking angrily
at rain puddles or savagely at sagebrush.
Now Burcham restarts the engine and the
plane takes off again, buzzing low across the

field and roaring angrily out of sight. When he
returns – fast, and from such a great altitude as
it dives toward the field – no one even knows it
until the plane has already passed overhead and
the crowd hears its roar.
“A blast of sound that surrounded us without seeming to originate anywhere,” Johnson
called it. “A totally new sensation.”
After an hour of aerial gymnastics,
Burcham heads back for a landing – and he’s
coming in hot. The pilot tears back the bubble
canopy almost before he finishes taxiing, jumps
to the ground and throws down his helmet.
“Jee-sus Chee-rist, what a plane!” he shouts.
When properly flown, the Me-262’s
superior speed enabled penetration of
Allied airspace, and proved difficult to
counter-attack. In direct combat, Nazi
pilots claimed five or more Allied kills
for every Me-262 they lost. And through
to the end of WWII, the Me-262 served
in a variety of roles – including light
bomber, reconnaissance aircraft and
experimental night fighter.

THE IRONIES AND THE
AFTERMATH
Air Force officers had delighted in Burcham’s
spirited show – and the Shooting Star’s record-breaking 500 mph-plus speed. They wanted many more jets, and quickly – and Johnson
and Skunk Works were ready, willing and able.
But delivery would not come without cost.
“Shooting Star” was a misnomer.
Lockheed had boasted that its plane, unlike
its nemesis Nazi jet fighters, left no telltale
comet-like exhaust trail by day or by night.
The Army had wanted proof, so Lockheed pilot
Ernie Claypool flew one night into a darkened
sky and never returned. Flying so clean and
devoid of a trailing path, an Army bomber hit
it head-on. All occupants of both planes died
instantly – and the point was tragically made.
Later, the great Milo Burcham also would
die in a crash shortly after takeoff due to failure
of the fuel system. An emergency auxiliary
system was added as a result, but Major Richard
Bong also was killed in a crash when he failed to
turn the system on following an engine failure.
Meanwhile, the Me-262s – which had
struck such fear into America’s heart – were flying
in increasing numbers. But the Allies were
effectively countering by attacking the German
aircraft while they were still in their hangars, or
while taking off and landing. The Allies were
beginning, finally, to win the ground war.
#UmichEngin
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“"A blast of
sound that
surrounded us
without seeming
to originate
anywhere. A
totally new
sensation.”"

In the end – though the Nazis experienced
more technical and production difficulties than
had originally been forecast – the Allies were
lucky that the German jets were not unleashed
sooner, or they might have had more than just
a negligible impact.
Though World War II ended before the
Shooting Star could prove itself in Europe,
Lockheed still would build and deliver nearly
9,000 more of them. And the first U.S. jet
fighter ultimately would show its mettle in the
Korean War, winning the world’s first all-jet
dogfight by shooting down a Soviet MiG-15 in
the skies above North Korea.
Lockheed allowed Johnson to continue to
run his relatively tiny research and development
operation as long as he kept it on a shoestring
and it didn’t distract from his principal duties.
Overhead was kept low, and financial risks to the
company stayed small – which was fortunate,
since the first two development projects following
the Shooting Star were absolute clunkers.
But Johnson – and Skunk Works – more
than survived. By the time Johnson retired in
1975, he was responsible for the design of
more than 40 wartime and Cold War-era
aircraft. And the Lockheed Martin Skunk
Works thrives to this day.
Special thanks to Steve Justice, Heather Kelso, and Michigan
Engineering alumnus Benjamin Marchionna (BSE AeroE ’11) of
Lockheed Martin for making available to The Michigan Engineer
materials that had never before been released to the public; to
Brook Engebretson of the Huntington Library, where many of
Kelly Johnson’s personal papers are now held; and to Johnson’s
stepson, John Horrigan, for his availability and cooperation.

F-104 Starfighter

U-2 reconnaissance

SR-71 Blackbird

F-117 Stealth
Fighter

Then and Now
During his 42-year career, Johnson contributed
to the design and construction of more than 40
aircraft – including the path-breaking F-104
Starfighter, U-2 reconnaissance, SR-71 Blackbird,
and F-117 Stealth Fighter.
Though the urgency for the Shooting Star
might have been exaggerated, the Nazi threat,
coupled with Johnson’s peculiar characteristics –
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what current Lockheed Martin Skunk Works
Vice President Al Romig referred to at the
2014 Michigan Aerospace Centennial weekend
as the confluence of “an existential threat and
a magical man” – was perhaps the only way
such a unique operation might ever have been
formed in the first place.

Johnson soon would organize his operational directives into “The 14 Practices and Rules,”
and skunk works-style tactics have become the
standard by which small, unconventional and
autonomous groups might best achieve achieve
rapid, innovative and extraordinary results on
advanced or secret projects.
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IS IT TIME TO GET SERIOUS ABOUT

GEOENGINEERING?
AS CLIMATE CHANGE LOOMS, CAN WE AFFORD TO TAKE CONTROVERSIAL IDEAS OFF THE TABLE?

STORY BY: Gabe Cherry

PHOTO: Alfred Wegener Institute, Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research

A

s the RV Polarstern crept out of Cape Town Harbor, Victor
Smetacek gathered his 49-member crew on deck to watch the
lights of the city slowly fade from view. It was January 7, 2009,
a cool South African summer evening. And after nearly four years of painstaking preparations, they had finally begun LOHAFEX, the longest and
most comprehensive ocean iron fertilization experiment ever attempted.
It hadn’t been easy. Smetacek, a professor of biological oceanography
at Germany’s Alfred Wegener Institute, and Wajih Naqvi, a senior scientist
at India’s National Institute of Oceanography, had published papers in
support of the 70-day voyage. They’d trained a joint German-Indian crew
and secured the RV Polarstern, a 387-foot German icebreaker operated
by the Alfred Wegener Institute. And they’d won approval from both the
German and Indian governments.
Finally, the Polarstern was loaded with 20 tons of iron sulfate and
headed toward a remote eddy in the Southern Ocean. The crew planned
to use the swirling eddy like a giant beaker, pumping iron-rich slurry
into the water to fertilize a bloom of plankton and algae. The bloom, it
was hypothesized, would absorb atmospheric carbon dioxide as it grew
and multiplied. Then, as the organisms died, they’d sink to the bottom
of the ocean, permanently locking away their absorbed carbon. The team
planned to monitor the bloom over the course of several weeks to determine just how effective it was at absorbing and locking away carbon. But
even as the Polarstern left port, opponents were mounting resistance that
threatened to stop it in its tracks.
Ocean iron fertilization is one of several techniques that fall under
the umbrella term “geoengineering,” a field of study that focuses on
limiting the effects of climate change by deliberately manipulating the
earth’s climate system. Most geoengineering tactics aim to do this by either
making the Earth more reflective to bounce more sunlight back into space,
or – like ocean iron fertilization – by removing heat-trapping carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere.
Researchers have devised a variety of possible ways to do this, from
launching reflective mirrors into space to painting parking lots and roofs
white to reflect sunlight. But two tactics – the ocean iron fertilization
48

technique researched by LOHAFEX and albedo modification, which
would use atmospheric aerosols to shade the Earth – have attracted the
most attention in recent years. Both aim to co-opt or mimic natural
processes in an attempt to cool the planet and prevent the worst consequences of climate change. Both are distinctive because of their relatively
low up-front costs, their sweeping scope and their possible consequences
for the planet. And both have attracted ardent supporters and opponents.
Some scientists see the tactics as potentially vital, if risky, fields of
study that we can’t afford not to explore as time ticks away in the fight
against climate change. Others see them as irresponsible and potentially
disastrous distractions from the all-important work of reducing carbon
dioxide emissions. The contentious situation has made research difficult;
with funding from U.S. agencies scarce, many scientists have been forced
to scale back their work.
Among those scientists is Phil Rasch, chief scientist for climate
science at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. An expert in climate
modeling and atmospheric chemistry, he has found it difficult to get
funding for his research into atmospheric aerosols. He believes that much
of the controversy stems from simple reluctance to acknowledge the
seriousness of climate change – and the role of humans in causing it. He
argues that it may not be wise to let new ideas languish as changes to the
Earth’s climate accelerate.
“We would all like to believe that we’re not harming the planet,”
Rasch said. “And any time you consider something like geoengineering,
it’s an explicit recognition that we’ve reached a point where we need to be
really worried,” he said. “People don’t want to recognize that.”
Reticence about geoengineering research has led to painfully slow
progress for some ideas. Ocean iron fertilization, for example, was initially
proposed back in the 1980s by the late oceanographer John Martin. He
hypothesized that iron-rich dust blowing off the coasts of Africa and
Australia caused the last ice age by fertilizing massive plankton and algae
blooms in the ocean. He believed that it might be possible to use artificial
iron fertilization to slow or even reverse climate change caused by carbon
dioxide emissions. And he launched his idea with what’s still perhaps the
#UmichEngin
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GEOENGINEERING IS AN
“EXPLICIT RECOGNITION
THAT WE’VE REACHED A
POINT WHERE WE NEED TO
BE REALLY WORRIED.
PEOPLE DON’T WANT TO RECOGNIZE THAT.”

“NOBODY WHO’S NOT
CRAZY THINKS THIS IS
AN ATTRACTIVE THING.
BUT WE MAY NEED
SOMETHING LIKE THIS...”

most quotable quote in climate science: “Give me half a tanker of iron
and I’ll give you an ice age.”
But as LOHAFEX set sail two decades later, the science was still
poorly understood. Earlier experiments had shown that iron fertilization does indeed cause massive, carbon-absorbing plankton blooms, but
whether those blooms were effective at long-term sequestration of carbon
was unclear. And a rush of commercial interest had damaged the credibility of the field, scaring off many scientists and making the LOHAFEX
experiment an uphill battle from the beginning.
“Iron fertilization got this reputation as a mad scientist idea,” Smetacek
said. “It had attracted the interest of venture capitalists who wanted to use it
to sell carbon credits, and that scared the daylights out of many scientists.”
The controversy caught up with the crew of the Polarstern seven
days into LOHAFEX, when the German government ordered the crew
to halt its work. Though they had previously approved the experiment,
protests from a Canadian environmental group and uncertainty over
whether the experiment violated a vaguely worded United Nations
resolution caused regulators to walk back their support. The massive ship
and her crew were in limbo for six days. They used the time as productively
as they could, but it looked as if they might have to abandon the experiment and return to port.
Finally, on the night of January 26, the Polarstern received a phone
call with good news: Germany’s Federal Ministry of Research had cleared
the ship for a scaled-down experiment, authorizing the release of six tons
of iron. Once the cheering subsided, the crew got to work immediately,
pumping the iron solution through a hose into the ship’s propeller wash.
The team monitored the fertilized eddy for 39 days. Ultimately, they
found that the plankton bloom they caused wasn’t very efficient at locking
away carbon in the deep ocean. Much of it was eaten by scavengers,
recycling the captured carbon back into the atmosphere before it reached
the ocean floor.
Partly as a result of the LOHAFEX study, most scientists now agree
that the risk of disrupting the ocean’s ecosystems with iron fertilization
far outweighs what would likely be a small reduction in atmospheric
carbon dioxide. A 2015 National Academy of Sciences report that evaluates several possible geoengineering technologies recommends curtailing
further ocean iron fertilization research and focusing resources on other,
more promising areas of study.
But LOHAFEX shows that even when research doesn’t directly
result in a viable technology, it can move the science forward, answering
questions and informing future research. Scientists like Rasch believe that
we’ll need to pursue that research more decisively to determine whether
other, more promising new ideas could help us manage climate change
and its consequences.
“We don’t have a lot of time to mess around,” he said. “Because some
of the changes we’re anticipating will at some point become irreversible.”
A SUNSHADE FOR THE EARTH?
Albedo modification is a geoengineering idea that today is more promising –
and yet possibly even more controversial – than ocean iron fertilization.
It aims to counteract climate change by altering the Earth’s reflectivity
(also called its albedo). This increased reflectivity would bounce a slightly
greater percentage of sunlight back into space, providing a sort of sunshade
for the Earth and lowering global temperatures.
The most-studied way to do this, called stratospheric sulfate injection,
would blast a fine aerosol of sulfur droplets high into the stratosphere.
These droplets would shroud the earth in a gauzy mist that would reflect
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and scatter sunlight. Planet-wide temperatures would begin to drop in
a matter of months, and they’d stay that way until the particles fall out
of the atmosphere in one to two years. A sustained program of periodic
injections would be required to maintain the cooling effect.
Sulfate injection may sound like a pie-in-the-sky idea, but in fact,
it’s not as far-fetched as it sounds. It mimics a well-documented natural
process – the cooling that occurs when massive volcanic eruptions release
huge quantities of sulfur. The largest recent example happened in 1991
when the Mount Pinatubo eruption spewed millions of tons of sulfur
dioxide into the atmosphere. Temperatures began to drop within months
and the planet saw an average temperature reduction of around 0.7 degrees
Fahrenheit. The United States experienced one of its coldest and wettest
summers in decades. Experts say that artificial injections of sulfates could
have a similar effect.
The second major albedo modification tactic under study, marine cloud
brightening, aims to shade the planet by spraying aerosols of seawater into
the air over the ocean. The water would evaporate, leaving behind tiny
particles of salt. Water would condense on these particles, thickening existing
clouds and encouraging new ones to form. It’s predicted that this could
shade the planet and reduce global temperatures. Seawater sprays have a far
shorter life in the atmosphere than sulfates – around a week – so the sprays
would have to be more or less continuous to maintain a cooling effect.
Albedo modification is considered more feasible and less expensive
than most other geoengineering ideas – sulfate particles could be blasted
into the sky with artillery shells or sprayed from modified commercial
aircraft, while cloud-brightening mists could be sprayed from unmanned
ships. Preliminary cost estimates suggest that a sustained program of
sulfate injection could be carried out for a few billion dollars a year – well
within reach of any number of industrialized countries.
Also tantalizing to researchers is the fact that albedo modification
could cause a lot of cooling, and fast. It could begin lowering temperatures
within months, while other ideas would take decades. That has piqued the
interest of climate experts like Ted Parson, a former U-M professor of law,
environment and public policy who’s now faculty co-director of the Emmett Institute on Climate Change and the Environment at the University
of California, Los Angeles School of Law. Parson believes that it could be
an important stopgap measure if it’s someday determined that a climate
catastrophe – say, the collapse of the Greenland ice sheet – is imminent.
“It’s the only thing we could possibly do to prevent terrible things
from happening, once we know they’re happening,” he said.
PROBLEM SOLVED?
So, inject an aerosol, cool the planet, fix climate change. Right? Wrong.
Jimmying the Earth’s climate system with albedo modification comes
with consequences that even supporters acknowledge to be planet-wide
and, in many cases, poorly understood.
For starters, albedo modification wouldn’t give us back our old climate.
It would throw a wrench into the Earth’s dizzyingly complex weather
system. Computer projections suggest that regional precipitation, wind
and temperature patterns could change in unpredictable ways, possibly
disrupting world food supplies and ecosystems. Sulfate injection would
also likely destroy some of the ozone in the upper atmosphere, delaying the
recovery of the ozone hole over the Arctic and raising skin cancer rates.
But perhaps the biggest objection to albedo modification is what it
wouldn’t do. It wouldn’t address the root cause of climate change – the
billions of tons of carbon dioxide that humans continue to pump into
the atmosphere. And the one thing that nearly everyone in the climate
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CHASING
A COOLER
PLANET

While albedo modification has received a lot
of attention, researchers have proposed other
geoengineering ideas that could help manage
climate change. Unlike albedo modification,
most of them involve cooling the planet by
removing carbon from the atmosphere. Here
are some of them.

DIRECT AIR CAPTURE AND
SEQUESTRATION
Direct air capture and sequestration would use machinery to suck
carbon dioxide directly out of ambient air. It could then be stored deep
underground, likely in depleted oil and gas wells or in naturally occurring
underground deposits of salt water. Early research suggests that it’s at least
theoretically possible to capture carbon in the massive quantities that would
be required to make a dent in climate change.
Several startup companies, including New York-based Global Thermostat and Switzerland’s Climeworks AG, have built demonstration-scale
machines that successfully capture carbon from the air. They’re a bit like
massive car radiators – a fan pushes air through a series of fins, over which a
carbon dioxide absorbing liquid flows. The CO2-rich solution flows to a
processing unit, which extracts the carbon dioxide as a concentrated gas.
The technology is still in the very early stages of research. One
big hurdle is the large amount of energy required to extract the carbon
dioxide from the liquid solution. Researchers are working on carbon-neutral
energy sources, including solar, nuclear or waste heat generated by
industrial processes.

PHOTO: Climeworks AG

BIOENERGY WITH CARBON
CAPTURE AND SEQUESTRATION
Bioenergy with carbon capture and sequestration—also called
BECCS—would capture and sequester the carbon that’s released
when biomass is burned to generate energy. In this way, the
carbon that plants capture naturally would be removed from the
carbon cycle, reducing the amount of carbon in the atmosphere.
BECCS could use technology that’s already being developed to scrub
carbon dioxide from the emissions of coal-burning power plants. If it was
deployed on a large scale, it could also create a significant source of energy,
helping to offset the use of fossil fuels as it absorbs carbon dioxide.
But finding enough land to grow all that biomass could prove difficult.
The world’s demand for food is projected to nearly double over the
next 50 years, and demand for land-intensive meat products like beef is
increasing. Without an increase in crop yields or a change in world eating
habits, biomass crops may lose out to food production.

CO2 storage

ENHANCED WEATHERING
Silicate and carbonate minerals like sand and limestone comprise more
than 90 percent of the Earth’s crust. As they break down, or weather, they
naturally absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, locking it away more
or less permanently in solid minerals and ocean sediments. If we waited
long enough, weathering would eventually absorb most of the carbon
that we’re pumping into the atmosphere. But that would take hundreds
of thousands of years, time that we humans don’t have.
Scientists believe they may be able to speed up the process with a
technique called “enhanced weathering.” Enhanced weathering would
spread finely ground minerals over land or dissolve them in the ocean,
creating more surface area that would absorb carbon dioxide more quickly.
Initial studies have suggested that this could absorb massive amounts of
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
But moving enough material to absorb significant amounts of
carbon dioxide could require mining and processing hundreds of billions
of tons of minerals per year, using huge amounts of energy. Most of these
minerals would end up in the ocean, raising a variety of environmental
and legal questions. Further study will be needed to determine how
enhanced weathering might play out in the real world.
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change community agrees on is that slashing carbon emissions must be the
top priority for managing climate change. Some worry that pursuing albedo
modification would undermine that priority by giving us a planet-wide
snooze button for climate change – masking its effects and tempting us to
continue spewing carbon into the atmosphere.
Supporters and opponents of sulfate injection research agree that
pursuing albedo modification without carbon reduction would be disastrous.
It would require larger and larger injections that would be less and less
effective against the carbon dioxide piling up in the atmosphere. And if
we ever stopped, all that masked warming would catch up to us within
a few years, causing a massive shock to the planet. It would give future
generations little choice but to continue increasingly ineffective injections,
delaying an inevitable catastrophe.
Given albedo modification’s massive scope, it’s not surprising that
it has sparked a backlash even more pronounced than the controversy
Victor Smetacek experienced with ocean iron fertilization. Some experts
believe that even conducting research into planet-wide climate intervention
poses a moral hazard that’s too risky even to consider. They argue that its
massive risks outweigh any possible benefits and that preliminary research
is the start of a slippery slope toward implementation.
“Wildly, utterly, howlingly, barking mad,” is how University of
Chicago climate scientist Raymond T. Pierrehumbert famously summed
up his feelings about albedo modification in an article published in Slate
magazine. Al Gore called it “insane, utterly mad and delusional in the
extreme” in an interview with the Guardian.
Even those who support additional research acknowledge that
albedo modification technologies come with a list of unknowns that’s
long and, in many places, terrifying. The 2015 report from the National
Academy of Sciences offered a very cautious endorsement of further
research, acknowledging its potential benefits but noting that it poses
serious risks for the planet.
Parson, however, argues that a temporary and carefully planned
program of albedo modification could potentially offer a way to slow the
pace of temperature rise, buying us time to implement more permanent
strategies and giving plants and animals time to adapt to a planet that will
inevitably grow hotter. But he cautions that having a larger plan – and
pairing it with massive carbon reduction – is absolutely essential.
Experts like Parson and Rasch agree that planet-wide climate
intervention is a sobering prospect. But they argue that the threat from
climate change is so dire that we can’t afford not to conduct basic research
into the feasibility of albedo modification and other climate intervention
options. They stress, however, that even if it someday becomes feasible, it
should be treated as a last resort.
“Nobody who’s not crazy thinks this is an attractive thing,” Parson said.
“But we may need something like this available to use. And to know
whether we can use it and how safely we can use it, we need research.”
So far, uproar around the risks of albedo modification has largely
squelched that research. No significant field experiments have been done
on sulfate injection technology, even though the basic idea has been
around for decades. Cloud brightening hasn’t fared much better, with
only one small and inconclusive ocean experiment. To date, research
has been largely limited to computer models that simulate the effects of
albedo modification.
That doesn’t mean new research ideas don’t exist – a number of
proposals for new field experiments are currently in a holding pattern,
waiting for new funding and a new sense of urgency about climate change.
One of them comes from Rasch and a group of his colleagues – they’ve
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proposed an experiment that would release a fine mist of aerosol particles
into the atmospheric boundary layer, the layer of the atmosphere closest
to the Earth’s surface.
Rasch says the experiment would be helpful both to better understand the effects of any future albedo modification effort and to shed
new light on how clouds and other naturally occurring aerosols affect the
Earth’s climate. But the effort has been slow to get off the ground, largely
because the funding agencies that could back the work are concerned
about the controversy it could generate.
“None of us scientists are happy with the lack of recognition about climate change’s importance and our lack of ability to make progress,” he said.
“We’re at a point in time where it would be very useful to have some field
experiments that would help us understand these aspects of the climate
better and challenge the models we’ve used to predict climate change.”
Joyce Penner, the Ralph J. Cicerone Distinguished University Professor
of Atmospheric Science and associate chair of Climate and Space Sciences
and Engineering at U-M, is another climate scientist who believes it’s
time to move beyond theoretical models. Working from an office in U-M’s
Space Research Building on North Campus, she has spent decades studying
atmospheric aerosols – both the natural variety that makes up clouds and
the artificial aerosols that sulfate injection would spray into the sky.
Penner helped write the 2015 National Academy of Sciences report
on geoengineering technologies. She believes that the behavior of atmospheric aerosols is the most crucial unknown in the long list of questions
about albedo modification. That’s because aerosol injections are influenced
by a huge number of variables: the quantity of aerosol injected, the
location of the injection, the size of the individual aerosol particles, cloud
conditions at the time of injection and many more.
To get a handle on the specifics of albedo modification, we need to
understand these factors. Right now, we don’t. In fact, Penner says, most
of the computer model simulations conducted so far don’t factor in the
behavior of aerosols at all. They simply “turn down the sun,” measuring
the consequences of a theoretical reduction in sunlight rather than the
effects of an actual aerosol.
“Every model I know makes some assumptions, but it’s hard to
verify that your model is correct because we don’t have adequate observations,” Penner said. “And the aerosol problem is so regionally diverse that
you can’t trust an answer in one place as being good for the whole world.”
Like Rasch, she believes that small-scale field experiments could
help us get the knowledge we need to move the science forward. These
experiments would be far too small to affect the climate or alter weather
patterns, but they’d give researchers a better handle on the complex workings
of aerosols in the atmosphere.
“True science and understanding only advances in my field when
you have experiments, or experimental data,” she said. “If models are all
you’re doing, you’re not advancing knowledge. You’re doing experiments
whose validity you don’t know a lot about.”
Experiments like those proposed by Penner and Rasch could go a
long way toward helping us better understand the potential risks and
benefits of geoengineering, including albedo modification. And perhaps even more importantly, they would give us a better fundamental
understanding of how our climate system works. Whether or not we ever
use geoengineering, it’s information we can’t afford to be without as the
consequences of climate change loom larger.
“The longer you wait, the worse the whole problem gets,” Penner
said. “More needs to be done and the world’s powers need to understand
that we can’t wait.”
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ENGINEERING SCHOOL IS INTENSE. TRY TOPPING IT OFF WITH AN OLYMPIC BID.
Adam Coon, a dean’s list aerospace engineering student, is the nation’s No. 2-ranked heavyweight in Greco-Roman
wrestling. In between problem sets, design projects and exams this semester, the rising star trains for Olympic
tryouts. There’s just one spot on the U.S. team in his weight class and style. To nab it – and go to Rio for the
2016 summer games – Coon must upstage an older, long-time master. What’s it like to be Coon during one of
the most demanding semesters of his life? He explains, in his own words.
Interview and Photos: Marcin Szczepanski

“EVERY KID
HAS A DREAM
JOB. MINE
WAS TO BE AN
ASTRONAUT. I
NEVER GREW
OUT OF IT.

But then in high school, I realized I was too big to fit into a space shuttle.
That’s when I decided I wanted to design better space shuttles so bigger
people could fit into them. I figured out that aerospace engineering was the
best route. And I’ve loved it ever since.
My grade point average is about 3.5 and everybody takes me pretty
seriously now, especially on North Campus. But my freshman year, I didn’t
wear any athletic stuff. I wanted to make sure people knew I took school
very seriously and I got in because I had academic reasons to be here and
not just because of my athletics. I’m not a dumb jock.
I came to Michigan because they had such a great, highly ranked
aerospace engineering department. To me, the hardest thing about engineering is really the workload. The material is fun and you can learn it. But
when it comes to the work that needs to be done, that’s the hardest part.
How do I fit it all? I prioritize my time. As soon as I’m done with
classes, I need to have a mental switch in my head to make sure I’m all about
wrestling. I don’t think about classwork, I don’t think about homework. I’m
all wrestling for the next 2.5 hours. Then I get into my car and on the ride
back to my house, I make a mental switch to thinking about food, getting
nourishment. I need to relax a little bit to make sure I’m operating efficiently.
I get my food and then I make that switch again. I’m back to academics.
I’m all academics from now on. There’s no wrestling, there’s no distraction,
I need to get my homework done. I meet up with people for study groups.
Partying? Ask anybody on the team – Coon doesn’t party. [Laugh.] Coon
is in bed by 10 p.m.
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Jacob Tukel (right) gets a laugh out of Michigan Engineering junior Adam Coon before
their Introduction to Instrumentation and Measurements lab in the François-Xavier
Bagnoud (FXB) Building.

After his morning run and breakfast,
Coon takes a last look at the books
before an aerodynamics exam set for
later that day. He sits in the dining room
of a house he shares with several other
student wrestlers.

Coon and his lab partner, Francisco Kylyckyj, use a micrometer measurement device to
precisely set up sensors for a lab experiment on vibrations of a model airplane wing.

“YOU HAVE
TO MENTALLY
TRAIN TO
PUSH YOURSELF THROUGH
PAIN.

Practice with sparring partner Payne Hayden at U-M’s Bahna Wrestling Center.

Once you’ve pushed through pain, you can mentally elevate yourself to that
pain. And once you get used to that level, you push yourself past it. You
keep working until your pain threshold is through the roof and you keep
trying to push it up because everyone else is doing exactly the same thing.
I kind of put myself through a routine. Three hours before the match
starts, I’m in a wrestling room, I’m going through a hard workout, I’m
trying to physically exhaust myself. I’m pushing myself so hard so that
when I push myself in a match, it’s not so uncomfortable because I
already experienced that. It’s like I already wrestled a match before I even
start the actual bout.
The hardest part of wrestling is just wrestling. It wears on your body.
You need to have the mental capacity to put yourself through that. The
workouts just grind away your body. You wake up in the morning and
you think, wow, my body hurts so much. I need a day off. And yet, you
still get off the bed and you go to the practice and you put yourself through
that insane workout again and again. It’s really mind and body. You need to
have the mental capacity to keep going even when you feel you can’t keep
going physically any more. That’s what makes this sport so tough, you have
the mental grind and the body grind.
It’s also a huge mental game. If you’re wrestling an opponent that
doesn’t seem to be able to get tired, you wear out so much quicker. You
start to think this guy is a machine. How can you beat this guy? So I try
to bring on this persona: I’m machine-like. It all goes with that blank-stare
expression in my eyes before the bout. How you hold yourself is just as
important as how you wrestle.
Immediately after a win, Coon pedals the Airdyne
exercise bike to push himself even harder.
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Beating Jacob Mitchell from Colorado State University-Pueblo in the Greco-Roman
section of the 2015 U.S. Nationals & Trials Qualifier in Las Vegas in December.
Coon didn’t lose a single point in four bouts and won the competition.

The desire to be the best – it’s how I was raised. My parents always told me, whatever you do, put
everything into it. You have to pour your heart and soul into wrestling if you want to win. The same
goes for academics. You need to continue to elevate yourself as an engineering student.
It’s also what wrestling did to me – there’s so much competition in wrestling. You want to be
better than your opponent. So you find opponents that are better than you so you can be better
than them. It’s this constant drive. I want to get better.
The Olympics is a dream. A goal. I want to be able to say, ‘I’m the best athlete in the world.’
Plus, I’d like to compete for my country.
It all started for me when I watched Rulon Gardner beat Alexander Karelin in the 2000
Olympics. Rulon was a farm boy, just like me – a heavyweight wrestler. Growing up, I was a big, fat
kid, just like Rulon. Karelin was this Greek god of wrestling. He was unbeatable. And yet Rulon
beat him. He won gold for the United States. I thought, ‘That’s what I want to be. I want to be an
Olympic gold medalist.’

Adam Coon wrestles Michigan State’s Dimitrus Renfroe during a dual that U-M won.
Here, he uses a “bow and arrow” move. “It puts pressure on the guy’s back,” Coon
says. “That’s really the big thing in wrestling. You are not really going out there to hurt
your opponent, you are convincing them that they want to stop being hurt.”
Above right: After the bout.
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ENABLING ENGINEERS

TO FAIL

Engineers are problem-solvers.
That’s a common way of neatly
summing up the profession. But it’s
not the whole picture, according to
alumnae Kristin Toth Smith (BSE
IOE ’98, MSE ’98).
“An engineering education
does a great job of training you on
good toolsets for solving problems,
but it can be personally limiting
because of how you learn it,” said
Smith. “In school, every problem
has a right answer. That leaves
students with a feeling of being
almost paralyzed by the fear of
being wrong.”
But failure is inevitable, and
is a critical part of the learning
process. Smith is well aware of
that; since graduating with another
engineering master’s degree and an
MBA from MIT, she has worked in
the tech and startup space for places
like Amazon and Zulily. Instilling
an entrepreneurial spirit into
engineering students, said Smith,
creates a powerful combination.

THE ALUMNUS
AND HIS LATHE

In the fall of 1944, when Chuck
Hutchins (BSE ME ’57) was 10 years
old, his uncle taught him how to run
a lathe. He was smitten. He spent
an upcoming winter shoveling snow,
earning money to buy his own.
A few years later, the local high
school marching band was in need
of 1,125 tiny light bulb sockets to
brighten up the shows at night games.
“I had a lathe,” said Hutchins.
He passed the summer of 1949
making sockets in his cellar, finding
the repetition mind-numbing. That
Students demonstrate their project at the Michigan Clean Energy Venture Challenge.
experience stuck with him, and a
decade later he developed software
experiential learning.
Fostering that combination
for machinists to program their tools,
“I think entrepreneurship
while students are still in school
co-founding Manufacturing Data
teaches you not to be afraid of being
is an exciting development that
Systems, Inc. The software was a
wrong. With the ability to be both
Smith sees happening on U-M’s
precursor to today’s ubiquitous CAD.
incredibly innovative and right,
campus through the Center for
He has thought a lot about the
putting those two things together
Entrepreneurship. Having been
lathe, and considers the tool one of
instills cross-functional thinking,”
involved with some of its programs
the progenitors of virtually all manusaid Smith. “The people who have
and mentoring, Smith has taken
factured things – including itself. That
the next step and created a $25,000 those skills can really go out and
concept has informed his philosophy
make huge impacts, because the
endowed fund to support students
on education, and his decision to,
biggest challenges and opportunities
by providing opportunities for
with a bequest gift, create the first
are usually between disciplines.”
them to become involved in
endowed professorship of practice at
Michigan Engineering. The gift will
establish a Mechanical Engineering
position that doesn’t require a doctor“This campaign should not be
Collaboratory, will offer students a
ate, but, instead, extensive experience
one person’s effort only. It’s not about in manufacturing and industry.
place to work and talk with faculty,
the level of donation – it’s about the
supporting the free exchange of
“I think it’s essential that we
feelings we had about John,” said Yip. don’t just have academic professors,
ideas in nuclear engineering and
The Yips have a history of
beyond. Yip envisions it as a space
but also those with significant work
supporting U-M by remembering
where student-teacher relationships
experience to come back and share
great teachers. They previously
begin to mature into friendships, an
that,” he said. “You learn how to
established the Richard K.
experience shared by many of King’s
build a car from people who face the
Osborn lectureship in the Nuclear
former students. Yip has turned
problem of building cars.”
Engineering and Radiological
to these colleagues to join him in
Just like you need a lathe to
Sciences Department.
honoring King.
make a lathe.

CREATING A NUCLEAR COLLABORATORY
John S. King was a mentor,
friend and colleague to Sidney Yip
(BSE ME ’58, MSE NuclearE ’59,
PhD ’63) and many others. In King’s
memory, Yip and his wife, Nenita
(BA ’57, MA ’63), made a lead gift
in support of the John S. King
Student Collaboratory in the new
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory.
In homage to King’s informal
style, the collaboration room, or

WHY STUDY CLIMATE & SPACE?

PHOTOS: Joseph Xu

VICTORS STEP UP

MICHIGAN ENGINEERS ARE STEPPING FORWARD
TO TRANSFORM THE COLLEGE – AND THE WORLD –
IN OUR $1 BILLION RESOURCE-GENERATION EFFORT

co-founder Perry Samson, the
Arthur F. Thurnau Professor of
Atmospheric Science. “Perry is a
very creative professor who is ideal
for innovating. He and I happened
to be in the right place at the right
time to build this company, but he is
a team builder and recognizes great
talent when he sees it.”
According to Samson, part
of his students’ secret to success
is getting their hands dirty. “You
learn a great deal in the classroom
about the theories and background
of the science,” said Samson. “But
having additional experience in the
field makes it more real to students.
Any way we can get the students
out of the buildings – whether it’s
chasing tornadoes or going out
internationally to meet other people
– that’s where the real learning
happens.”
Examples of that type of
learning include the inclusion of
CLaSP students at the International
Climate Summit in Paris in
2015, and visits to Greenland to
study glacial calving. While the
department has been sponsoring
students for these trips for many
years, Samson values the experience
so much that he has established the
$100,000 Perry J. Samson Student
Support Fund to enable these
experiential learning
opportunities.
“The areas of
“WE REALLY NEED TO HAVE
climate science and space
weather are booming.
PEOPLE WHO UNDERSTAND
We need to find ways to
THE CLIMATE AND HOW
attract more students to
IT’S CHANGING, BECAUSE
our field, and my hope
is these funds will allow
THERE ARE SOME PRETTY
us to appeal to a broader
HEFTY CHANGES COMING
set of students,” said
TO OUR WAY OF LIFE.“
Samson.

The fields of climate science
and space weather are quickly
growing – both in relevancy
and scope. And the need to
communicate what is happening in
those areas, and how they impact
society, is critical.
“We really need to have people
who understand the climate and
how it’s changing, because there are
some pretty hefty changes coming
to our way of life,” said Jeff Masters
(BSE AOSS ’82, MSE ’83, PhD
’97). “We need students who can go
out into the world and communicate
with us what’s coming, because it’s
going to get crazy out there.”
Masters, co-founder of Weather
Underground, one of the first
online weather services, believes in
that need so strongly that he has
created a $200,000 endowed student
support fund for the Climate and
Space Sciences and Engineering
Department (CLaSP, formerly
AOSS). The Jeff Masters Student
Support Fund will help recruit
and enable students to study this
area and participate in experiential
learning programs.
Masters himself benefited firsthand from support while studying
at U-M, and credits much of his
early success to his former professor,
mentor and Weather Underground

How can you enable students
to try things like these?
Create a gift for student
support. Even better, you can
increase the impact with the
Michigan Matching Initiative.

[

DOING FIELD RESEARCH
TRAVELING ABROAD
LAUNCHING A STARTUP

Since 2013, the total* to support engineering students during
the Victors for Michigan campaign has reached:

$17.6 million from 54 gifts
Of that total, the Michigan Matching Initiative
for Student Support increased those gifts by
25%, contributing this much to student funds:

$3.2

million

Funds like:
Herb Greenman and Jay
Kaplan Memorial Scholarship
$240,000 for industrial operations
and engineering students working
on activities in the Center for
Healthcare Engineering and
Patient Safety. Mark (BSE SE ’70)
and Mary Harris (AB ’70), through
the E.F. Harris Family Foundation,
set up this named gift to honor
Mark’s former classmates, both of whom were keenly
interested in applying engineering to medical needs.
John C. Lee Fellowship Fund
$175,000 to support nuclear engineering graduate students.
Frederick (BSE SE ‘66) and Marion (Dent.Hyg.Cert. ‘80)
Buckman made this gift in honor of Professor Lee’s many
contributions to the field of nuclear science and engineering.
Dr. Jacob M. Geist Memorial Scholarship Fund
$125,000 to support students studying chemical engineering.
Kathleen F. (MPH ‘71) and Shyam R. (PhD ChE ‘73) Suchdeo
made this gift in honor of Geist (PhD ChE ‘50), a member of
the National Academy of Engineering.

JUNE 30
Take advantage of the Michigan Matching Initiative for
Student Support before time runs out! The initiative has been
extended through June 30, 2016. It will match gifts of $50,000 to
$1 million for endowed scholarship or fellowship funds, with the
match providing $1 for every $4 gift. Even better, groups of up to
four donors may pool their gifts to create an eligible fund.
Find out more
http://umicheng.in/coe-match or (734) 647-7040
*Totals from endowed gifts closed between January 2013 and February
2016 that benefited from the Michigan Matching Initiative for Student
Support. Does not include all gifts to the College during that period.
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FOUR DECADES LATER…
He’s still opening doors

Clyde Johnson (right) with Fred Schanne (second from right) and three other U-M students, 1965.

As soon as he rang the doorbell of his
professor’s house, Fred Schanne wondered if
he’d made a mistake. It was a chilly Ann Arbor
evening in 1965 and the 20-year-old undergrad
was about to enter uncharted territory: a faculty
party at the home of University of Michigan
engineering professor Clyde Johnson, one of
U-M’s most-loved engineering professors ever.
Standing on the steps in his shirt and tie, he
could scarcely imagine what would happen
once he got inside.
“Back then, kids like me saw their
professors as something close to a god,” he said.
“He’d invited our whole class, but I was the only
one standing out there on the steps. I remember
thinking, ‘What have I gotten myself into?’”
Professor Johnson and his wife welcomed
him and immediately put him at ease. And
today, more than 50 years later, Schanne still
remembers his professor’s words to him as he
was about to leave the party.

“He took me aside and said ‘I invited
you here tonight to show you that we faculty
members are just like you. We put our pants
on one leg at a time. Thanks for coming.’
That lesson, about how much we all have in
common, has stuck with me to this day.”
Bridging boundaries was one of the
defining features of Johnson’s career, starting
in 1957 when he gave up a 25-year career
managing factory production to take on a
professorship at U-M. A U-M liberal arts grad
(AB ’31) with no formal engineering training,
Johnson got the idea in 1956 at his 25-year
college reunion.
“Dad was talking with the dean of the
engineering college about a new department
they were forming called Industrial Engineering
and he said ‘You know, I’d like to teach
someday,’” explained Bill Johnson, Clyde
Johnson’s son and a U-M grad himself (BS
Ind.E. ’67, MBA ’69). “A year later, we were

moving to Ann Arbor.”
It was a dramatic shift for the Johnson
family. It meant a major pay cut and a move
from Racine, Wis., where Clyde Johnson had
worked his way up to head of manufacturing
at Modine Manufacturing Company. But he
saw it as an important opportunity to steer the
future of engineering.
“He saw that a lot of engineers coming
out of school didn’t have any practical
experience,” Bill Johnson explained. “That was
a problem and, being an engineer at heart, he
wanted to solve it.”
Clyde Johnson believed that he could
give students real-world experience by
involving them in projects at companies in
the area; students would receive credit and
companies would get new ideas. While the
practice is common today, it was virtually
unheard of in the 1960s.
Fresh from a factory background and with

PHOTOS: Courtesy Johnson family

“HE SAW THAT A LOT OF ENGINEERS
COMING OUT OF SCHOOL DIDN’T HAVE
ANY PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE. THAT WAS
A PROBLEM AND, BEING AN ENGINEER AT
HEART, HE WANTED TO SOLVE IT.“

no PhD, Johnson faced resistance at first. But
the results of the new program quickly won over
critics. In fact, Professor Johnson’s students were
so sought-after that they soon earned their own
nickname in the business world: “Clyde’s boys.”
Even though Johnson’s students were
overwhelmingly male, he recognized that
women had a bigger role to play in engineering.
In addition to helping female students succeed
through his role as a counselor, he was an
adviser to the U-M chapter of the Society of
Women Engineers. While his views sometimes
raised eyebrows in the 1950s and 60s, he wasn’t
shy about voicing his opinion.
“Dad had personality and persistence and
he never gave up,” Bill Johnson said. “He was a
heck of a persuader and he built his success on
results. He didn’t do a lot of publications, but
he had a huge number of successful programs.”
One of the most successful of those
programs was the healthcare engineering
program he helped found in the 1960s. Among
the first to apply engineering principles to
improve hospital care, it began at what was then
called University of Michigan Medical Center
(now University of Michigan Health System) in
Ann Arbor. The hospital looked to engineering
to improve its efficiency by training supervisors
in industrial management techniques. And
once again, Clyde Johnson jumped into an
unfamiliar environment.
“He was in a different world,” Bill Johnson
said. “You had the hospital administrators,
the doctors, the patients, a lot of people who
weren’t necessarily convinced that industrial
ideas had a place in a hospital. But he
schmoozed his way in and just like his work
with students, the results spoke for themselves.”

The success of the university hospital
program led to spinoff programs at hospitals
across the state. Now part of the Center for
Healthcare Engineering and Patient Safety,
healthcare engineering is today a main focus of
Industrial Operations and Engineering (IOE)
at U-M.
It’s also a big priority for Bill Johnson,
who still plays an active role in U-M’s IOE
department. He and wife Nadra recently
pledged a $1 million gift to create a new Clyde
W. Johnson Fellowship fund. The fund will
support a fellowship for industrial engineering
graduate students focused on healthcare.
The new fellowship is in addition to the
Clyde W. Johnson Scholarship fund, which the
Johnson family established after Clyde Johnson’s
passing in 1976 to support undergraduate
students in the IOE department. The Johnson
family has continued to support this fund over
the years, most recently with a gift in early 2015
totaling over $1 million.
“I stay involved because it’s fun,” he said.
“It helps me stay a little more open-minded, to

continue to take risks and be open to new ideas.”
Bill Johnson also believes that it’s what his
father would want. He thinks his father would
be amazed at the ideas, the students and the
facilities in the department he helped to build.
“When I meet the students today, I don’t
know how I got in,” Bill Johnson confessed.
“They’re so focused. The opportunities they’re
walking out of here with are unbelievable. And
they’re a hot commodity in the business world.”
Which, of course, is precisely what Clyde
Johnson had in mind when he stepped onto the
U-M campus in 1957.
– Gabe Cherry
Clyde Johnson taught at U-M from 1957 to 1972.
He also counseled engineering undergraduate
students and helped plan the development of
U-M’s North Campus. Before joining U-M, he
worked at several manufacturing companies,
including Modine Manufacturing Company in
Racine, Wis., and Murray Corporation of America
in Detroit. Clyde and wife Thelma had one son,
Bill, and two daughters, Barbara and Janice.

THROWBACK
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UP A TREE
During World War I, the University agreed to train thousands
of Army personnel in various disciplines – beginning in April
1918 when the first group of four detachments of enlisted men
arrived on campus for an eight-week course in automotive
engine repair. A teaching staff comprised of College of
Engineering faculty, trade school teachers, and factory and
garage workers provided instruction to the men in temporary
buildings using purchased and borrowed vehicles and other
equipment. Here the Student Army Training Corps practices
their pole-climbing – and takes time out from their telephone
electrician and linesman’s courses for a little posing and
hovering over the Telephone Electricians Building – a temporary
construction along East University adjacent to the former
pharmacology building.
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THAT MAGIC MOMENT

Garlin Gilchrist II (BSE CompE ’05, CS ’05) was the first kid on his block to get his
hands on a computer, a gift from his grandmother at just five years old. By the time he
was in high school, he was building them as part of his job after school.
“I fell in love with making technology accessible to people so that I could empower
them to have new experiences and open up new worlds, realities and opportunities,”
he said.
As Detroit’s first Deputy Technology Director for Civic Community Engagement,
Gilchrist is using engineering to help address the challenges in his hometown.
Gilchrist, a former software engineer for Microsoft and social media manager for
the 2008 Barack Obama campaign, helped engineer a mobile app called Improve
Detroit at his new job. The app allows residents to report maintenance and security
issues to the city directly and expect a reasonable response.
“It’s been super exciting – about 70 percent of the city’s non-emergency service
requests come via Improve Detroit,” Garlin said. At the same time, there has been a
reinvigorated trust in the local government because of the improved communication.

AN EAR FOR THE MARKET

Last year, he auditioned for NBC’s “America’s Got Talent” for the
chance to test his skills in front of a nationwide audience. Pearlman
advanced to third place by performing a combination of proven and
completely untested tricks. He managed to leave the celebrity judges
speechless and bring the audience to its feet week after week.
“It was absolutely amazing to make the finals of ‘America’s Got Talent’
and have another chance to perform at Radio City Music Hall!” Pearlman
said. “I gave it everything I had and left it all on that stage. I am so grateful
for all the support and love sent to me from friends, and fans!”
With the exposure he garnered from his primetime appearances, he
reports that the future looks brighter than ever.
“My life has gotten busier and many doors have opened in the form
of future TV and touring opportunities,” he says. “Expect big things in
2016!” –Zachary Champion

PHOTO: Courtesy Paul Lee

It was in school in Farmington Hills, Mich., that Oz Pearlman discovered
his first big talent – math. Oz (pronounced “oh’s,” not “ah’s”) achieved
near-perfect scores on high-school level aptitude tests at the age of 12, a
skill that would lead to his pursuit of engineering. The same year, while
on board a bar mitzvah cruise to Bermuda, he was blown away by a
magician’s performance.
“After that trip I bought every magic book and video I could find,”
Pearlman (BSE EE ’03) says. “You wouldn’t see me without a deck of
cards in hand from age 13 to 18.”
Pearlman enrolled at U-M at the age of 16. By that time his hobby
had made its way to the stage. Pearlman put on kid shows, private parties
and corporate events – he even landed a position at Mongolian Barbecue
in downtown Ann Arbor.
The year he graduated, Pearlman started making instructional videos
as part of a deal with Penguin Magic. His how-to DVDs became some of
the best-selling beginners’ lessons.
But Pearlman is not just about magic tricks – he is a mentalist.
Mentalism combines a multitude of techniques, including the art of
suggestion, subliminal messaging, body language reading, statistical
analysis and neurolinguistic programming. Every show is different because
every person is different, adding to the element of excitement and surprise
at Pearlman’s performances.
The show went on after college. Taking a job as a project manager on
Wall Street, Pearlman had the opportunity to network with major players
in the magic world and put on bigger shows than ever.
“Before I knew it I was working a day job from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
performing every night,” he says. “I decided to make the switch.”
This was also when Pearlman first experienced long-distance running.
After successes in a number of regional races, he ran the fastest 50-mile
race in the world for 2009. He soon expanded his competitive scope
to triathlons and qualified for the Ironman World Championships in
Hawaii. Now he participates in grueling ultramarathons, races exceeding
130 miles in extreme conditions.

PHOTO: Courtesy Oz Pearlman

ALUM ADVANCES TO THIRD ON
“AMERICA’S GOT TALENT”

INNOVATION FOR THE PEOPLE

Electrical engineer and entrepreneur Paul Lee wants to solve a problem you probably
didn’t know you have. Lee (BSE EE ’94) developed a little device called Aumeo that
filters the music coming through your headphones to deliver fuller, richer music than
you ever realized was possible. Aumeo works with a smartphone app to fine-tune the
frequencies coming through your headphones and filter the music based on your
personal settings.
Lee, a Hong Kong native who cut his entrepreneurial teeth consulting in Silicon
Valley in the late 1990s, appreciates music as much as the next person, but says
what he really loves about Aumeo is the unique business opportunity it presents. He
returned to Hong Kong in 2007 and launched a tech company, Ximplar, that’s part
of the city’s growing startup community. Real estate and finance have dominated the
Hong Kong business scene for the past few decades, but Lee says his hometown has
the energy and infrastructure to become a major player in the entrepreneurial world.
“Hong Kong has a real chance to shine, and I’m trying to do my part to help
make that happen,” he said.
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SOME MILD DISTRACTION
GET YOUR PUN ON!
CAN YOU SOLVE THE RIDDLE?
(ANSWER BELOW)

IMAGE: Connor Ullmann

Engineering alumnus and former U-M runner Kevin Sullivan (BSE CEE ’98) made
great strides in his second year as U-M’s head coach of the men’s cross country team.
The Wolverines won the NCAA Great Lakes Regional meet and the Big Ten title
under Sullivan, who was named Big Ten Coach of the Year. Michigan hasn’t won
both titles in the same season since 1997, when Sullivan led the team as a runner.
Three of U-M’s top five runners were engineering students, including aerospace
engineering graduate student Mason Ferlic, a two-time All-American who placed first
in the 10,000m event at the regional meet.
Sullivan, the most decorated runner in U-M history, was a 16-time Big Ten
champion and a 14-time NCAA All-American, competing in cross-country and
indoor and outdoor track. He has represented Canada in three Olympic Games and is
Canada’s record-holder in three events: the 1,500m (3:31.71), the mile (3:50.26) and
the 3,000m (7:41.61). Sullivan was one of the world’s top competitors in the 1,500m
run for nearly a decade.

PHOTO: Courtesy Michigan Photography

RUNNING THINGS NOW

Have a story for consideration in the next issue’s Alumni Notes? Use the Decoder in the One
Cool Thing app to share your submission. See page 8 for details on the app. Or email us
at MichiganEngineer@umich.edu.

Suzanne and Kevin in Colorado with
son Maverick aboard.

THE SCIENCE OF LIGHTSABERS
IS A LIGHTSABER A LASER?

“A lightsaber is a weapon, it’s kind of like a sword. So that’s
kind of weird to think of that as a laser,” says Professor Karl
Krushelnick, professor of Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences, trying to give a real answer to a science
fiction question.
Krushelnick, who actually developed the most intense
laser in the universe, sees quite a few problems if lightsabers
use lasers as their power source. First, nothing would keep
a laser from shooting off the hilt and traveling infinitely
forward. And since lasers are high-powered beams of light,
they would pass through each other as the Jedis attempted
to block each other’s attacks.
ANSWERS: Two Kilomockingbirds

While social networks keep us connected to old friends, they’re not so great for meeting
new friends in new places. Now, an alumni startup is looking to address this gap
in the Web with a new site devoted to getting people together, no strings attached.
Called Jetivity, it’s a free platform for posting or finding open recreational activities.
“Prior to creating Jetivity, I had attempted to use Meetup to find a walking group
for pregnant women in my area, but there were only inactive groups,” said founder
Suzanne Hayen (BSE AeroE ’08).
Creating her own group meant giving away personal information and paying a
monthly fee. Besides, she didn’t want the commitment of being a group leader and the
expectation that she would plan regular events, especially with a baby on the way.
So she and her husband, Kevin Hayen (BSE EE ’08), started Jetivity. Launched
in May 2014, it features events in many metro areas, including Detroit, Chicago and
New York City. While many events are hosted by existing groups, the Hayens hope that
more casual gatherings such as hikes, pick-up games and play dates will predominate as
Jetivity gains users.

PHOTO: Courtesy Suzanne and Kevin Hayen

DIGITAL COORDINATION, ANALOG FUN

Or maybe lightsabers do not contain lasers at all, Krushelnick conjectured with Chewbacca in our recent video
series. (Scan this page with the the Decoder in the One
Cool Thing app to see.)
“The fact that you can see a lightsaber, whereas with
a laser beam you can’t really see it unless it scatters from
something, the lightsaber would probably be a discharge
of some sort, like a lightning bolt.” A plasma discharge
that would fit the description of a lightsaber would require
a high-energy power source, and compacting that down
into the hilt of a sword is, to put it lightly, “a significant
technological challenge.”
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�37
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�39

Kenneth G. Emery
Stanley I. Busch
Ralph R. Mendelson
John R. Parker
Roy Robinson
John G. Young

9/26/15
4/28/15
11/11/15
11/3/15
9/7/15
8/25/15
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Louis Vander Eyk
Howard P. Fox
Clarence A. Hall
George P. Hogg
Richard M. Marsh
Donald A. Ockerman
Osmar A. Ullrich
Sharon S. Ulrey
John A. Vandenhoek
Robert E. Waldron
E. Robert Baumann
John M. Norton
Bruce H. Carmichael
Derril W. Perdue
George G. Binder
John L. Tishman
David Cornell
Coral L. DePriester
Eugene E. Hildebrandt
Daniel J. McKiever
Thomas W. Nobles
John W. Weyers
James Q. Wood
Edgar Astrove

7/27/15
12/2/15
7/17/15
10/31/15
1/24/16
9/16/15
10/7/15
12/3/15
12/19/15
12/26/15
10/23/15
7/27/15
8/4/15
12/1/15
9/8/15
2/6/16
10/31/15
11/16/15
1/2/16
12/16/15
8/18/15
1/17/16
11/19/15
10/13/15
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Robert J. Gilfillan
Robert J. Haefeli
John J. Keyes
Eldon E. Kiehler
Wallace K. Klager
John J. Mackin
Randall T. Murrill
William W. Oren
John G. Porter
Hudson B. Scheifele
Raymond J. Beeley
Kenneth J. Carr
Ching-Tao Chen
George C. Getschman
Robert E. Lee
Owen R. McAllister
Paul J. Rice
Vernon J. Rossow
John I. Smith
Irma M. Wyman

12/6/15
8/15/15
10/12/15
1/19/16
9/25/15
1/27/16
8/14/15
12/10/15
12/12/15
10/12/15
4/24/15
11/15/15
11/14/15
7/31/15
3/5/15
8/6/15
8/16/15
9/21/15
12/7/15
11/17/15

�50
�50
�50
�50
�50
�50
�50
�50
�50
�50
�50

Alfred R. Becker
Frank R. Beyer
John M. Calimafde
Michael Chanat
James H. Chin
Robert W. Collie
Henry J. Emmel
Robert H. Goslow
Nick G. Johnson
Charles R. Lambert
John A. Larsen

10/5/15
6/22/15
8/5/15
12/11/15
9/25/15
11/1/15
11/20/15
8/22/15
9/22/15
1/13/16
11/4/15

1950s
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Gordon J. McCarthy
William C. Miller
James H. Rice
Arthur C. Richards
William H. Schmalhorst
Douglas D. Geib
Donald H. Groelsema
John B. Haskell
Lawrence C. Lander
Charles N. Masten
James R. Metz
Arthur L. Rousseau
Edwin J. Story
Eugene D. Story
Frederick M. Winnai
Henry V. Berry
James D. Cape
Charles P. Downer
Eugene J. Lessieu
Edward B. Moore
William M. Morris
Francis R. Niess
Theodore H. Reynolds
Walter H. Seglem
Franklin H. Westervelt
Gerald R. Smith
Richard C. Thomas
Herbert Vanwinkelen
Raymond D. Lindeman
Robert N. Newsom
Arthur Stade
Daniel Frederick
Glenn C. Neff

1/10/16
7/12/15
11/2/15
1/9/16
8/8/15
10/4/15
9/21/15
11/29/15
8/30/15
7/21/15
12/23/15
1/20/16
8/31/15
11/9/15
11/29/15
12/31/15
12/12/15
10/19/15
10/15/15
11/20/15
12/27/15
7/21/15
12/16/15
12/17/15
7/29/15
12/15/15
8/9/15
1/14/16
9/30/15
9/7/15
9/8/15
9/20/15
10/3/15
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�56
�56
�56
�56
�57
�57
�57
�57
�57
�57
�57
�57
�58
�58
�58
�58
�58
�59

Joseph D. Sabo
Neil V. Will
William R. Evans
Robert L. Fallis
Charles W. Glasner
Frank N. Price
Roy O. Baker
Karl I. Beitin
Donald H. DeVries
William H. Loomis
Roger F. Marquardt
Marion L. Minnis
Irwin Wagman
Larry W. Wiedmayer
Kaya Imre
Gerald E. Lamphear
Edward V. Mathis
Robert E. Robertson
Lambert R. Vanderkooi
James J. Halleran

12/28/15
11/23/15
12/27/15
12/31/15
12/14/15
12/31/15
7/28/15
7/20/15
8/3/15
1/7/16
1/18/16
12/8/15
11/28/15
11/7/15
8/1/15
11/23/15
9/23/15
7/9/15
11/17/15
2/16/15

�60
�60
�60
�60
�60
�60
�60
�60
�61
�63
�64

Norman D. Guzick
Rhine Jager
William C. Marquard
John H. McNamara
Gerald A. Potter
Gerald G. Todd
Maurice E. Witteveen
Robert C. Ziegenfelder
Thomas E. Owen
George A. Randt
Robert R. Needham

9/13/15
12/2/15
7/31/15
9/19/15
10/2/15
1/20/16
1/25/16
3/9/15
4/20/15
8/22/15
11/21/15

1960s

IN MEMORIAM
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�64
�65
�65
�65
�65
�65
�66
�66
�66
�66
�66
�66
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�67
�68
�69
�69
�69
�69

Charles L. Towle
Norman R. Brainard
David K. Jefferson
Jack L. Pease
Joseph A. Phillips
Kippert R. Wheeler
David J. Burkhardt
Paul W. Risseeuw
Homer F. Smith
Ted Trimble
Robert L. Veenstra
David L. Webb
James E. Colovin
Edmund F. Lapham
Peter N. Blount
Thomas A. Douglas
John C. Mahank
Dae S. Surh
Robert S. Walker

4/1/15
11/5/15
1/27/16
12/11/15
12/18/15
12/30/15
10/26/15
11/27/15
11/1/15
1/4/16
8/13/15
11/21/15
7/31/15
12/2/15
10/11/15
7/27/15
1/11/16
9/24/15
1/13/16

�70
�70
�70
�71
�71
�72
�72
�76
�77

Richard R. Bushway
William K. Kollman
Thomas E. Prins
James T. Muratsuchi
Michael F. Shields
Thomas A. Heppenheimer
James I. Montgomery
Melvin E. Sawyer
Peter W. Misangyi

8/30/15
8/3/15
9/30/15
7/31/15
1/21/16
9/9/15
8/17/15
8/5/15
11/29/15

1970s

1980s
�81
�81
�83
�83
�85
�87

Stephen C. Bultema
Nancy J. Douglas
Paul S. Nofs
Kevin P. Wenk
Eric B. Foote
M. Erol Ulucakli

1990s

�92 Patrick N. Purcell

7/29/15
10/3/15
12/17/15
9/22/15
1/27/16
1/20/16

1/18/16
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UNDER THE HOOD
Sometimes you need lightweight, advanced materials like carbon
fiber. Other times, you just need a mallet and chisel. And no matter
what, having someone to work with is always a plus when you’re
deep in the throes of an engineering challenge. Here, engineering
students Edina Lee and Ian Larson work together in the Wilson Team
Projects Center on North Campus. They’re removing part of the mold
from the solar car’s freshly cured carbon fiber chassis.
PHOTO: Evan Dougaerty

PARTING WORDS

TEN YEARS OF ENGINEERS

2

A DEC ADE OF VOICES
What’s so special about being a Michigan Engineer during the
last ten years? Alumni and students from the tenure of
David C. Munson Jr. describe it in their own words.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE…
Associate Deans and Department Chairs at Michigan
Engineering have a big hand in shaping the College’s
trajectory. These are the people who held those posts
during Munson’s tenure.
Associate Deans
Anthony England; Academic Affairs, 2004-09
Alec Gallimore; Research/Graduate Education, 2011-14;
Academic Affairs, 2014-16
Erdogan Gulari; Research/Graduate Education; 2009-11
Gary Herrin; Undergraduate Education 2006-07
James Holloway; Undergraduate Education 2007-13
S. Jack Hu; Research/Graduate Education, 2007-09;
Academic Affairs, 2009-14
Jennifer Linderman; Graduate Education, 2014-16
Brian Noble; Undergraduate Education, 2013-16
Stella Pang; Graduate Education, 2004-06
Dawn Tilbury; Research, 2014-16
Levi Thompson, Jr.; Undergraduate Education, 2004-06
Thomas Zurbuchen; Entrepreneurial Programs, 2009-15

Department Chairs
Dennis Assanis; Mechanical Engineering, 2006-07
Mark Burns; Chemical Engineering, 2008-16
Steve Ceccio; Naval Architecture & Marine Engineering, 2011-16
Mark Daskin; Industrial & Operations Engineering, 2009-16
Brian Gilchrist; Electrical Engineering & Computer Science,
2006-07; Electrical Engineering, 2007-08
Ron Gilgenbach; Nuclear Engineering & Radiological
Sciences, 2010-16
Tamas Gombosi; Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space
Sciences, 2006-11
Peter Green; Materials Science Engineering, 2006-14
Kim Hayes; Civil and Environmental Engineering, 2011-16
Roman Hryciw; Civil and Environmental Engineering, 2007
Dan Inman; Aerospace Engineering, 2011-16
Farnam Jahanian; Computer Science & Engineering, 2007-11
Ron Larson; Chemical Engineering, 2006-07
Nancy Love; Civil and Environmental Engineering, 2007-11
Bill Martin; Nuclear Engineering & Radiological Sciences,
2006-10
Amit Misra; Materials Science Engineering, 2014-16
Khalil Najafi; Electrical Engineering, 2007-08
Marios Papaefthymiou; Computer Science & Engineering,
2011-16
Panos Papalambros; Mechanical Engineering, 2006-07;
Integrative Systems + Design, 2010-16
Kenneth Powell; Aerospace Engineering, 2010-11
Lawrence Seiford; Industrial & Operations Engineering, 2006-09
Wei Shyy; Aerospace Engineering, 2006-10
Jim Slavin; Climate & Space Sciences & Engineering, 2011-16
Armin Troesch; Naval Architecture & Marine Engineering, 2006-11
Kon-Well Wang; Mechanical Engineering, 2007-16

“I DIDN’T
GO TO
MICHIGAN,
BUT I WISH
I HAD.”

The Robert J. Vlasic Dean of
Engineering David C. Munson
Jr. – or just plain “Dave,” as
he’s more generally known –

is extolling the College’s various virtues,
speaking at a luncheon from the elevated
platform of a spiral staircase in the
expansive atrium of the Ann and Robert
H. Lurie Biomedical Engineering Building.

It’s a warmish Tuesday afternoon in late January,
and Dave is hosting a group of underrepresented
minority and other underserved high school students
from around the country who have been offered Fall
2016 admission to the College but have yet to accept.
Dave raves about the University’s “amazing school spirit,” and the
Michigan alumni who will be “your friends for life.”

“When you come here,” Dave tells them, “you join a family.”
If this is a sales pitch, it doesn’t feel that way. The head of the Michigan Engineering family is
speaking from his heart.

A look at ten years with David C. Munson
Jr., as he prepares to step down as dean
on June 30.
Story by: Randy Milgrom

Photos by: Joseph Xu

6

This meeting’s agenda concerns the annual Graduate Student Forum, which this year will focus more specifically than usual on diversity,
equity and inclusion – a University-wide emphasis. When Dave learns
from a recent graduate student survey about a perceived lack of “visible
support” for LGBT issues on campus, the news disquiets him – if only
mostly below the surface.
“Visibility” rises and falls based on student leadership, Dave says.
“I think our student societies do a great job. And when they do
well it couldn’t be better, because it’s ground up.” And whenever student
groups are active, Dave attends their events, and provides support in
other ways.
“I have a gay brother, so LGBT issues are important to me,” Dave says.
And historical perspective is in order.
“Whether people are unhappy or not, progress has been made. We’re
leaders – but we need to do more, and we know that.”
Diversity is about numbers. Inclusion is the sense that everyone feels
welcome – “a part of the family.” But equity is about opportunity. And
though merit is a given, we need to look further.
“We ought to be recruiting based on what we think you can do, not
just on what you have done – especially if you’ve not had all the advantages. We have an obligation to look at potential.”
#UmichEngin
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Alec Gallimore still remembers the meeting
with Dave that transformed the College’s recruitment strategy. They launched a completely
new philosophy, centered on the idea that
growth alone isn’t enough.
The real goal, Dave believed, isn’t just to
attract more people, but to attract precisely the
right people – from undergraduate students to
faculty members – to make sure that every person
on campus plays a specific role in making the
College stronger.
“Dave challenged us to grow not just for
growth’s sake, but strategically,” said Gallimore,
associate dean for academic affairs and Dave’s
succesor. “He showed us that we had the
opportunity to attract a cadre of leaders, of
world-class students and faculty members. We
knew we could do it. But we also knew that
we’d have to do things differently.”
That meant a far more aggressive approach
to finding the right people, and doing more to
show them what the College has to offer.
The team initiated with a new summer
outreach program that brought top prospective
graduate students at other institutions to U-M
for the summer, where they could develop
relationships with faculty. They also used symposia, recruitment weekends and other tools to
bring the best minds to campus.
The College also found new ways to attract
and retain the best faculty members, establishing
new named professorships and endowments to
create more advancement options for top talent.
“Named professorships are important
because they offer a career path to those who
are already full professors and aren’t interested
in other paths like administration,” Gallimore
said. “It gives us another way to be competitive

and make sure our best people stay with us.”
The new philosophy extends to the undergraduate level as well, where administrators
have become more strategic about attracting
undergrads who help create a richer university
experience for every student.
Executive Director for Student Affairs
Jeanne Murabito says college leaders have
worked hard to identify the right students
and forge personal connections. For example,
a group of staff members now works directly
with community college students, helping to
bring in students from a wider variety of ages
and socioeconomic backgrounds.
“Some students have the potential to succeed, but have trouble seeing themselves here,”
she said. “They worry that they’re not ready
academically or that they don’t have the social
capital of other students. We’ve found that having
a face and a person in the College that they can
go to is often what makes the difference.”
Another success has been the College’s
HAIL program, which pairs U-M alumni with
prospective students. The program has grown
from 125 to 700 alumni, who interview and
answer questions from thousands of prospective students from across the United States.
Ten years in, the strategic approach has
helped create a better mix of students and faculty, driving growth in key areas like robotics,
autonomous vehicles, computer science, nanotechnology and bioengineering. It has increased
both enrollment and selectivity, laying the
groundwork for continued success.
“When I started here, our acceptance
rate was about 70 percent,” Murabito said.
“Today it’s 24 percent. Dave likes to say that
we’re only as good as our people, and if that’s
the case, I think we have every reason to be
optimistic for the future.”

STUDENT & FACULTY COUNT
410

10,000

390
9,000

370
350

8,000

330
7,000

310
290

6,000

270
5,000

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

250

*Tenure and Tenure-Track Faculty. Source: Dean’s State of the College Address

Faculty headcount*

Following the luncheon, Dave walks briskly back to his office on the
second floor of the Robert H. Lurie Engineering Center.
“What you see here,” Dave says, referring to his office with a sweep
of his long arm, “is a dean in his last year.” “Stuff” has piled up, and Dave
says he plans to go through it when he leaves.
“Truthfully, that’s the reason I’m being asked to step down as dean –
because my office is such a mess,” he jokes. “The University would like to
reclaim its office.”
Dave works in an adjacent conference room – a relatively ordinary
space just large enough for a table that might seat 10. And this is where
he conducts the vast majority of the College’s business – developing the
broad vision for myriad new programs and initiatives and delving into
the most intimate details of building planning, fundraising, hiring practices and even outdoor sculpture design.
Associate Dean for Graduate Education Jennifer Linderman is
already waiting for Dave in the small area just outside this inner sanctum.
(Someone is almost always waiting, one after another after another. Much
of Dave’s time is devoted to standing meetings, often several times each
month, with his associate deans and cabinet; the Executive Committee;
department chairs; directors of various offices, centers and other initiatives;
and many others.)

NEW RECRUITMENT IDEAS
DRIVE SMART GROWTH

Students enrolled

Addressing admitted high school students and
their parents in the atrium of the Ann and Robert
H. Lurie Biomedical Engineering Building
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INTERDISCIPLINARY
COLLABORATIONS

RESEARCH
COLLABORATIONS
100

75

INITIATIVES INCLUDE:
• American Lightweight Materials
Manufacturing Innovation Institute
• Biointerfaces Institute
• Center for Entrepreneurship
• Center for Healthcare Engineering and
Patient Safety
• U-M Coulter Translational Partnership
• Michigan Energy Institute
• Graham Sustainability Institute
• Mobility Transformation Center
• Robotics Institute

50

25

0
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mobility technology, and this initiative strengthens that position,” said Huei Peng, the Roger L.
McCarthy Professor and director of MTC.
Computer simulation and the handling
of big data sets are becoming critical tools
for scientists of all stripes. Engineers apply
advanced computing to solve problems and
also enable more effective simulations and data
analysis. Engineering is a supporting pillar of
two new data science institutes, launched in
2015: the Michigan Institute for Data Science
and the Michigan Institute for Computational
Discovery and Engineering.
“Dave set the tone for new interdisciplinary
collaborations,” said Gallimore, who is also the
Richard F. and Eleanor A. Towner Professor of
Engineering, an Arthur F. Thurmau Professsor
and a professor of aerospace engineering. These
ongoing partnerships across campus, industry
and government will help open new avenues
toward meaningful advances for society, a journey
that will continue for many years to come.

Lit
Scien erature,
ce &
Arts
Medi
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hool

dents and faculty take a hard look at the U-M
Health System to find opportunities for better
efficiency and improved safety in processes that
have long been taken for granted.
Beyond patient care, public health offers
fertile ground for collaborations, such as those
to clean up air and water. “We now operate on
the principle that it’s not enough to study the
problem. We have to find sustainable solutions
to the problem,” said Martin Philbert, dean
of the School of Public Health. His attitude is
reflected across the university.
Engineering faculty are also crucial
partners in an effort to develop driverless car
technologies – including the vehicles, road and
traffic infrastructure, and transportation policy.
With involvement from over 55 companies
since its launch in 2013, the Mobility Transformation Center (MTC) is already one of the
largest industrial partnerships at U-M.
“The college and university have a long
history at the forefront of automotive and

lth

Campus Research Complex, purchased in 2009,
to faculty and students in these nascent collaborations so that they could work side by side.
“It gave us a physical place where we
could realize our dreams for collaborative
research around a problem, totally agnostic of
school or college,” said Woolliscroft.
But quality healthcare requires more than
the right tools. Running a hospital or health
system is an enormously complex task, and
better management can reduce the risk of mistakes, boost efficiency and ultimately improve
patient experiences. Amy Cohn, an Arthur F.
Thurnau Professor and a professor of industrial
and operations engineering, said of Dave and
Woolliscroft, “They recognized that we have not
tapped the full benefit of the systems perspective
to improve how healthcare is delivered.”
Cohn is the associate director of the Center
for Healthcare Engineering and Patient Safety,
started in 2011, which examines hospital processes and educates nurses and doctors. The stu-

A bobblehead keepsake presented
by staff at a 2015 Halloween party sits in a
cabinet full of mementos in Dave’s home

c Hea

When Dave took the helm of the College ten
years ago, he recognized the power in connecting
top faculty in other U-M schools, who identify
and contend with challenges in arenas such as
medicine and health, with talented problemsolvers in engineering.
Doctors know what tools they wish they
had, and which devices and tests should work
better. Collaboration with engineers can help
them find the solutions. Dave and James Woolliscroft, former dean of the Medical School and
the Lyle C. Roll Professor of Medicine, worked
hard to forge closer ties between the College of
Engineering and the Medical School, enabling
these projects.
To help their faculty team up more easily,
they started the process that led to the joint
biomedical engineering department. They
offered lab and office space in the new North

Dave immediately was taken with the “absolutely crazy, over-the-top” spirit
on campus, and with the unwavering enthusiasm and support of the alumni.
He also understood it: Michigan was nearly unparalleled in its excellence at
every college, school and department throughout the University.
Two years later, Stephen Director, who had recruited him, sheepishly
told Dave he was stepping down as dean. Dave said that’s fine: “I love
this place!”
Dave also loved his situation at EECS, but after he was repeatedly asked
to pursue the dean’s post, he developed a list of potential initiatives that
included a comprehensive entrepreneurship program, a multidisciplinary design curriculum and an enhanced set of international learning opportunities.
Once appointed, Dave “twisted the arms of some really great
self-starters” to take the lead in each area. In entrepreneurship it was

Publi

BREAKING BOUNDARIES
THROUGH INTERDISCIPLINARY
COLLABORATION

At lunch at Pierpont Commons with wife Nancy

THOUGH
UNFAMILIAR
WITH ANN
ARBOR, DAVE
AND NANCY
WERE EXCITED
ABOUT DOING
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT.
SOON THEIR
ONLY QUESTION
WAS, “WHY DID
IT TAKE US SO
LONG TO GET
HERE?”

ral Re
sourc
es

Dave is an engineer, of course, but he’s a mathematician first – a grade
school whiz who’d amaze his friends and later even his college cohorts
with the speed and ease with which he’d calculate figures in his head out
to several places. (“There wasn’t anything to it,” Dave says. “Everything
just instantly came to me.”)
His thinking is disciplined and orderly, and up close it is often captivating to watch as he counts and gesticulates with his fingers and looks
up and away as if arranging his thoughts before enunciating them. Others
give the appearance of it, but here the conclusion is inescapable: Dave is
in deep thought.
“Yeah…,” Dave might say, melodically elongating the word. “That’s
actually a really great question….” And then he inevitably gives you a
really great, comprehensive – which often means lengthy – answer.
Also, Dave is tall. Everyone notices that. Many comment on it.
“People used to expect me to play basketball,” he shrugs, “but nobody
cares anymore.”
Dave did play a little high school basketball, but he describes a
childhood in Iowa and Ohio filled with rockets made from cardboard
tubes and balsa wood that were “launched so high you couldn’t see them,
so you’d track them with binoculars and you’d use your walkie-talkies and

your recovery team would find the thing out in some farmland.”
When Dave was a high school junior his family moved to Delaware.
He took his first course in electrical engineering in circuit analysis as a
sophomore at the University of Delaware and was hooked – “just all mathematical modeling, and I loved that.” After pursuing a PhD at Princeton,
he chose the University of Illinois over industry, figuring if he didn’t like
teaching he could still probably get a job afterward at IBM or Bell Labs.
Turned out Dave liked teaching – a lot. And Dave and his wife,
Nancy – whom he met as an undergraduate at Delaware – made many
good friends at Illinois, where Dave spent more than two decades as a top
scholar and faculty member.
But Dave eventually needed a new challenge. And when the job as
chair of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS) at Michigan
was offered, he was eager to accept.
But first he had to get Nancy on board. Though unfamiliar with
Ann Arbor, Nancy was excited about doing something different. And
once she visited the church they still attend, they “never looked back.”
Soon their only question was, “Why did it take us so long to get here?”

Natu

A week earlier, during the Martin Luther King Jr. Spirit Awards
Celebration & Reception – which annually recognizes individuals and
organizations in the North Campus student community whose leadership
and service exemplify the spirit of King – Dave was in his element.
As one of the presenters, Dave quickly buttoned his coat before
posing with award winners (most of whom Dave knew well) – often
whispering smile-inducing comments just before photos were snapped.
Toward the end of the evening, Dave and Christopher Kendall, former
dean of the School of Music, Theatre & Dance, were honored as
longtime champions of inclusion and diversity. Dave was surprised and
thrilled – though demonstrably uncomfortable with the attention.

S7

Congratulating new graduate Evan Ward (BSE CS ‘15)

Climate and Space Sciences and Engineering (CLaSP) Professor Thomas
Zurbuchen, who formed a task force to study what was possible. Dave loved
every single recommendation – and asked Zurbuchen to implement them.
He repeated the process in multidisciplinary design, where EECS and
CLaSP Professor Brian Gilchrist took the reins. And with international
programs, Dave put James Holloway – then associate dean for undergraduate education – in charge. Dave also relied heavily on former astronaut Tony England as his associate dean for academic affairs; on Jack Hu,
who at that time was associate dean for research and graduate education;
and later on Gallimore, who has held two associate dean posts.
While Dave is quick to recognize the work of others in nearly every
aspect of the College’s affairs, its growth – another prime initiative – seems
a particular source of pride, and Dave takes a large share of credit for it.
Dave believed the College needed to grow if it were to become a major
player in important new research areas, such as robotics, autonomous
vehicles, computer science and biomedicine. “And because whether it’s
rankings or anything else, we want to be the best. There was no way we
were going to compete with MIT if we’re way smaller.”
Many were resistant, citing space and other concerns. But Dave
made a back-of-the envelope calculation – “it literally was a scrap of
paper; it wasn’t even a full sheet” – and determined it was possible to take
tenure track faculty from 315 to 360 within a several year period.
“I wanted to go toe to toe – and I made no bones about it – with
MIT and Illinois and Georgia Tech, and I wanted to create both the image
and the reality that if you’re looking at the top engineering schools in the
U.S. you’ve got MIT on the east coast, Berkeley and Stanford on the west
coast, and the rest of the country belongs to Michigan,” Dave says. “I
tried to sell that to the alumni and to everyone else.”
And it worked. The number of tenure track faculty today is 405, with
a three-year projection of at least 425 – and Dave continues to encourage
department chairs to be entrepreneurial in their hiring practices, and to
seek out future academic leaders.
Late one afternoon, students stream into Dave’s conference room
during his regularly scheduled office hours. A senior Dave knows well
provides an update on her work with the Elementary Engineering Partnership at an Ann Arbor STEAM school. A PhD student seeks assurance
and advice about an upcoming job interview. A freshman struggling with
his workload asks about shifting his major to data science. (“That’s a lot of
math,” Dave warns. “You like math?”) A fifth year student about to graduate with a master’s degree “just wanted to come by, meet you and say
thanks. I’ve really enjoyed my time here.” And a sophomore seeks advice
on an early-stage software venture (which Dave gladly provides, in detail).
S10

Greeting U-M alumnus Woody Stover (BBA ‘68)
at the Crisler Center

It’s early evening now – though still not nearly the end of a typically
long day – and Dave is at his conference room table, working on email,
as usual. Dave mentions his “wacky” sense of humor – he’s well known
among students for his Halloween costumes, his chest-bumping at graduation ceremonies and his holiday rap videos. And over the years he’s been
lucky enough to get to know some students really well.
But a fun-loving spirit and sense of humor – wacky or otherwise – is
no balm when “something really bad happens.”
A traffic accident. A suicide. A memorial service. The parents of a
foreign graduate student who died have never been to Ann Arbor and
want see it, for closure. A freshman dies of cancer two months after
classes begin. Parents who start a scholarship fund, “and then we see those
parents every year. They’re a very loyal part of the Michigan family, even
though their kid never got to graduate.”
Dave’s eyes fill with tears. “Those tragedies are way harder than
anything,” he says.
Dave misses spending classroom time with students every week, but
his relationships with alumni seem to meet a similar need.
“They’re not turning in homework and exams, but they’re showing
you their companies and their successes, and you get to see what they’ve
done with what they learned here.”
Engaging with alumni is a big part of the job, and Dave has grown very
fond of it. One of his most pleasant surprises, in fact, has been how close he
and Nancy have become with so many of them – “friends for life,” he says.
They’ve grown to know each other’s families – their trials as well as
their joys – and they’ve stayed overnight at their homes.
“You find yourself sitting up late at night, talking about things that
matter a lot more than money.”
And this intimacy has developed “partly because we all share something in common. We love the University of Michigan.” Love it so much
that they willingly help in tangible ways to achieve their shared goals –
more dynamic faculty and students, free-flowing ideas and an environment
that supports both – by participating in leadership discussions, getting
involved with on-the-ground activities and establishing thoughtful funds
they know will have an impact long after they’re gone.
There’s plenty of travel, but some of the most meaningful relationshipbuilding opportunities take place right here on campus – and Game Day
visits to the Big House are a nice bonus.
“This job probably wouldn’t be as much fun if I didn’t enjoy college
sports so much,” Dave admits.
As for fun, when Dave first arrived on campus he says he felt it was
“a little too uptight. A little too constrained.”
#UmichEngin
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Meeting with Deborah Mero, Executive Director
of Resource Planning and Management

FOSTERING AN ENGAGED,
COLLABORATIVE COMMUNITY
In 2008, the Michigan Daily lauded Dave as “a
different kind of dean.” Over the years, it hasn’t
been alone in that statement.
The blurring of lines between roles at the
College has led to an altogether dramatic shift
in how people interact with each other, much of
which is attributed to Dave’s influence. Staff feel
more comfortable proposing new ideas. Students
are encouraged to visit administration. Faculty
are enabled to collaborate across disciplines, and
with people outside of the University.
“Dave was definitely a huge culture
change,” said Christina Truskowski, director
of human resources at the College. What sets
Dave apart, she said, is the fact that he actually
doesn’t set himself apart at all. “He’s just a
genuinely caring human being. He’s created a
sense of community by building an administration that is willing to sit down, hear people out
and come up with solutions.”
That community has expanded past the
campus borders as well. Programs such as
alternative spring break trips to Chicago high
schools and the Michigan Engineering Zone
(MEZ) in Detroit have created a bridge for
outreach that aims to excite students about a
Michigan Engineering education, and ensure a
population with diverse backgrounds.
“The MEZ is linking FIRST Robotics, a
national program that’s really well-recognized
and has quantitative impact, and bringing it
into a community that is very important for
us. Making a tight and lasting link between
campus and the community in Detroit is key
to ensuring the success of Michigan, and our
entire region,” said Michael Drake, senior
director of research relations.
Creating that link with the other schools

and colleges on campus has been just as
important to Dave, who started his term by
reaching out to the deans of fellow schools
on North Campus to find opportunities for
collaboration. Some of the facilities changes on
North Campus have stemmed from the desire
to create spaces for students from engineering,
art, design, music, theater, dance and architecture
to collaborate.
The ArtsEngine program is an example of
that collaboration. The brainchild of the North
Campus deans, ArtsEngine’s mission is to
stimulate and support integrative, projectbased creative work to spur new solutions. Part
of that occurs in the Living Arts program in
the Bursley dormitory.
“We’ve been enabled to make the boundaries within campus, and beyond to the external world, much more permeable,” said Drake.
“We’ve taken a much broader approach to look
at what research has academic merit, and how
we can work with industry to make research
that is meaningful and adds value.”
Fifteen years ago, the promotion and tenure
process discouraged faculty from branching
out to create their own startups or work with
corporations. That has changed under Dave’s
tenure, and the creation of specific programs
to enable researchers to pursue research dollars
and collaborate with startups and industry has
created a more outward-facing culture.
“With the complexity of the problems
we are dealing with now in the world, we can’t
answer them with the resources at only one
college,” said Drake. “We have to continue to
grow the culture of collaboration to support
people working together to solve those problems. We’re now able to create systems that
support students and faculty in finding and
sustaining those collaborations.”

Dave grew up in a musical family – he’s played various instruments,
he sings, and he’s had experience in community theater – and he had long
cultivated an arts agenda relative to the sciences. The first time he visited
North Campus, he thought, “You’ve got to be kidding me. Engineering
and arts all in one place? Did someone design this for me?”
Christopher Kendall already had formed an organization called Arts
on Earth with Bryan Rogers (the deceased former dean of the Stamps School
of Art and Design) and Doug Kelbaugh (former dean of the Taubman
College of Architecture and Urban Planning), and when Dave arrived he
joined them – and these three would be among the closest friends Dave
would make. Together they and staff member Theresa Reid took the
collaboration to another level with ArtsEngine – which later spawned the
nationwide Alliance for the Arts in Research Universities (a2ru).
“I just love to go over to Walgreen (the Charles R. Walgreen Drama
Center) and see the dancers walking around in their puffy socks, and the
musical theater students sitting outside practicing their vocals,” Dave
says. “I really wanted – and I still want – to see even more of a mix between
engineering and the arts, because I think it creates an environment that’s
good for everybody.”
On February 18, 2016 the Michigan Board of Regents approved Alec
Gallimore’s appointment as the new Robert J. Vlasic Dean of Engineering.
Several days before the official announcement, Dave and Alec were enjoying
a chummy one-on-one discussion in Dave’s conference room, mostly
catching up on the lives of mutual friends and talking about Dave’s recent
meeting in D.C. with other engineering deans around the country.
“So there was buzz about the search?” Alec asks.
“Two questions, that’s all I heard,” Dave laughs. “Who’s the new

GETTING STUDENTS
REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCES
Right now, higher education is in the midst of
a shift, at the core of which is striking the right
balance between teaching concepts, and fostering
opportunities for students to build skills as
practicing engineers.
“Being excellent in all of your theory
classes is necessary but not sufficient,” said Gail
Hohner, director of the Multidisciplinary Design
Program (MDP). “The magic of engineering
happens in the syntheses of everything you
know in an ambiguous or real world environment. That’s where creativity and intuition start
to play in.”
Over the past ten years, Dave and College
leaders have enabled the College to launch a
variety of initiatives, with the goal of helping
students discover that magic. Success required
the College to challenge the status quo in
carefully planned ways.
Task forces were formed. New programs
were initiated and the College began to
experiment with how to best get students into
real-world situations. Interdisciplinary teamwork,
international experiences and entrepreneurship
became key ingredients in an ambitious recipe.
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dean? And what are you going to be doing?”
Dave has several hobbies he hasn’t had much time for since becoming
dean – music, photography, woodworking, gardening. He spends some
occasional time Up North, where Nancy inevitably complains, “You’re on
email too much!”
Dave recognizes he’s not able to shut it off, and he knows that’s
probably not a good thing. So when his final day as dean comes, he’ll
be ready. But until then, he is “very focused on what I have to get done
before I leave office.”
The morning after Alec was announced as the new dean, Dave hosted
a staff brunch, where he delivered his final State of the College address.
“Let’s see, not too much going on,” Dave deadpanned. “Oh yeah – a
new dean,” he smiled, to much laughter.
“Alec’s a good friend of mine,” Dave told those assembled. “I have
no concerns at all. He’s a highly accomplished researcher, a wonderful
teacher and an experienced administrator.”
And in response to those who’ve asked if there will be changes: “I
hope there are changes. And I look forward to seeing what they’ll be.”
After his presentation, Dave took questions.
What will he do next? (“Are you going to Disneyland?”) Dave said
he plans to take the one-year administrative leave he is due – “which may
just be a kind way of saying, ‘Please get out of here for a while’” – but he
has no plans to retire.
“I want to thank you for your service,” said a woman in the back.
Dave stood quietly, humbled by the applause.
“I appreciate all of you so much,” Dave finally said. “Now get back
to work!”
Which is precisely what Dave did next.

“Before Dave took over there was a very
small international program in the College
of Engineering,” said James Holloway, vice
provost for global and engaged education.
Dave set an ambitious goal for 25 percent
of all engineering students to have an international experience before graduation – and later
increased that goal to 100 percent. Today the
College is a leader in international education
abroad, and oversees the two largest study abroad
programs at U-M. “We’ve created a culture of
expectation with students where going abroad
is what they should do,” said Holloway.
Woven throughout this evolving paradigm
of education is entrepreneurial empowerment –
the ability to translate high-potential projects
and ideas into real-world solutions. Hands-on
experiences have also been created through
the introduction of the MDP, which started
as a small academic minor in 2007. Taking
inspiration from what was already occurring
within student teams – exposing students to the
ambiguity and messiness of real world problems
– MDP set out to curricularize that experience.
“Dave has given us the permission and
mandate to pilot different ways of teaching an
engaged learning experience, and then studying

IN RESPONSE
TO THOSE
WHO’VE
ASKED IF
THERE
WILL BE
CHANGES:
“I HOPE
THERE ARE
CHANGES.
AND I LOOK
FORWARD
TO SEEING
WHAT
THEY’LL
BE.”

Hugging alumna Sita Syal (BSE ChE ‘13,
MEng ‘14) at a student organization event

the results,” said Hohner.
Starting in Engineering 100 courses and
continuing through capstone senior design
projects, Michigan Engineering students are
exposed to more situations where they have
to recognize and solve problems that aren’t
preformatted, and those experiences are in turn
teaching the College how to do a better job of
delivering a 21st century engineering education.
#UmichEngin
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CHAMPIONING INNOVATION,
IN ALL ITS FORMS
A culture of “yes.” Yes to divergent thinking and
charting your own course. Yes to an exciting
experiment that might fail, and seeing “failure”
not as a setback, but as a step toward success.
These ideas reflect the entrepreneurial
and innovative spirit of Michigan Engineering
today. And Dave was, in a big way, the impetus
behind the shift, working with College leaders
to put key programs in place that encourage
students and faculty to think like entrepreneurs
and look beyond traditional boundaries.
They understood that to be successful in
these times, graduates would need more than a
traditional engineering education. They’d need
to know how to innovate, define new problems
and markets, have big ideas and then push
them out of the lab and into society.
“There was a recognition that we live in
a world that has an expectation for innovative
thinking regardless of your role, and Dave
wanted to make sure he provided the foundation for that,” said Tom Frank, executive
director of Michigan Engineering’s Center for
Entrepreneurship (CFE).
The CFE is a cornerstone in that foundation. It was launched in 2007, upon the
recommendation of a group of faculty and
students convened to determine how to awaken
the community’s inner entrepreneur. As its
first director, Dave appointed Zurbuchen.
Among Zurbuchen’s and the CFE’s charges
were to design classes, incubators, mentorship
opportunities and grant programs.
Now, almost a decade later, they have
trained or supported almost 8,000 students,
faculty or businesses.
Zurbuchen, who was named associate
dean for entrepreneurial programs and later
senior counselor to the provost on entrepreneurship, then went on to lead the launch of
Innovate Blue, an entrepreneurial program for
the entire university. The success was possible,
believes Zurbuchen, because of an open
approach from the start.
“I realized quickly that the best ideas came
out of teams with mixed backgrounds,” said
Zurbuchen, who felt strongly that its offerings
should be open to students outside engineering.
It works the same for faculty research.
When Chemical Engineering Department
Chair Mark Burns, Gallimore and Zurbuchen
teamed up to bring the radical, grassroots idea
that is Mcubed to Dave, he listened – even
though the premise sounded crazy.
Mcubed sparks innovative research by

rapidly awarding $60,000 seed grants to teams
of three professors from different disciplines,
with no traditional review.
“The goal is to really give faculty the
opportunity to work on things they’re passionate
about – things they would have a hard time
getting funding for through standard practices,”
Zurbuchen said.
Many decision-makers were uncomfortable
with the “no review” aspect. But Dave’s support
helped convince the university’s other 18
schools and colleges to buy in. So far, Mcubed
has funded nearly 400 projects and brought in
an additional $33 million in external funding.
At the heart of both endeavors – entrepreneurship and Mcubed’s brand of innovation – is
the trust that Michigan Engineering leadership
placed in its students and faculty: empowering
them to believe in their ideas, and giving them
tools to make those ideas real.
“From those seeds,” Frank said, “it’s
become a culture of yes.”

5000+

undergrad students enrolled in
entrepreneurship classes

963

graduate students enrolled in
entrepreneurship classes

2000+

students participated in experiential
programs, events and treks

300
$151M
businesses started

in follow-on funding to CFE-supported
startups and projects

1300+

faculty trained in commercialization
curriculum nationwide
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The popular game Minecraft is good for more than just
killing mobs and making diamond swords. It can be used
to build entire worlds.
Three Michigan students teamed up with Engineering
to create this virtual North Campus in the “Michcraft”
world – a server created by U-M student Dakota Lambert
just for fellow students to collaborate. Seems rather fitting
for the real North Campus, a place informally dubbed as the
“creative campus” by the folks who spend their time there.
Building this real-life creative community for engineers, artists, musicians, dancers and architects hasn’t
happened accidentally – it’s been strategically designed
with the work of all four North Campus deans under the
tenure of David C. Munson Jr. the Robert J. Vlasic Dean
of Engineering. The goal? Creating spaces for students to
collaborate, and for interdisciplinary work to happen.
Under that ten-year tenure, five buildings and one
giant landscaping project have taken root. There are more
projects on the horizon, including the building of the
future Robotics Center and major renovations for nuclear,
mechanical, chemical and materials science engineering.
With those, and other plans being pursued for additional
student spaces, North Campus will continue to evolve
over the coming years into a hub of creativity.
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CRAFTING THE CAMPUS

EXPLORE THE WORLD,
UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
See its creation (think epic explosions and painstaking
sculpting) – plus tour the entire campus – in this video.
Find it on YouTube
http://dme.engin.umich.edu/northcampus-minecraft

1: The computer science and engineering building, named the Bob and Betty Beyster
Building, was opening as Munson began his first term.
2: Spaces for biomedical collaboration have been added, including the Ann and Robert
H. Lurie Biomedical Building and the North Campus Research Complex (not pictured).
3 & 4: The Robert H. Lurie Nanofabrication Facility (3) and the Center of Excellence
in Nano Mechanical Science and Engineering (4) enable state-of-the-art research in
nanotechnology.
5: The Phoenix Memorial Laboratory addition has created a collaboration space for
nuclear engineering initiatives, which will be facilitated further by the renovation of the
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory.
6 & 7: Student spaces to facilitate experiential learning and creative collaboration
have sprouted through the creation of the Wilson Student Team Center and Gorguze
Family Laboratory.
8. The renovation of the North Campus diag to the Eda U. Gerstacker Grove aims
to tie it all together as a dynamic center for North Campus and destination spot for
the community.
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